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Development of integrated hydrologic models requires coupling of multidisciplinary,
independent models and collaboration among different scientific communities.
Component-based modeling provides an approach for the integration of models from
different disciplines. A key advantage of component-based modeling is that it allows
components to be created, tested, reused, extended, and maintained by a large group
of model developers and end users. One significant challenge that must be addressed
in creating an integrated hydrologic model using a component-based approach is en-
hancing the interoperability of components among different modeling communities
and frameworks. The major goal of this work was to advance the integration of water
related model components coming from different disciplines using the information un-
derlying these models. This was achieved through addressing three specific research
objectives.
The first objective was to investigate the ability of component-based architec-
ture to simulate feedback loops between hydrologic model components that share
a boundary condition, and how data is transferred between temporally misaligned
model components. The outcome of this work provides evidence that component-
based modeling can be used to simulate complicated feedback loop between systems
and offers guidance as to how different interpolation schemes minimize mass balance
error introduced when components are temporally misaligned.
The second objective was to promote the interoperability of components across
water-related disciplinary boundaries and modeling frameworks by establishing an
ontology for components’ metadata. The purpose of the ontology is to assist in im-
iv
proving communication within and beyond the hydrologic community, to ensure a
common semantic understanding of concepts in component-based hydrologic model-
ing, and to provide a reliable and convenient tool for metadata processing. To address
this need, an ontology was proposed for water resources model components that de-
scribes core concepts and relationships expressed with the Web Ontology Language
(OWL).
The third study objective was to develop a domain-level ontology for defining hy-
drologic processes. It was motivated by the need to minimize the semantic and syn-
tactic heterogeneity among related hydrologic disciplines. This goal was accomplished
by analyzing the domain information about hydrologic processes and structuring this
information in a unified formal definition. This work provides a knowledge-based
ontology that defines hydrologic domain processes, SPARQL service (endpoint) to
retrieve knowledge about a hydrologic process in a semantic-based approach, and a
tool for presenting a process knowledge in a declarative modeling approach.
The research described in this dissertation advances the integration of component-
based models from various water-related disciplines and enhances the collaboration
among different scientific communities, using the information underlying these mod-
els. This was accomplished through defining the data exchange paradigm between
coupled components that have shared boundary conditions and are temporally mis-
aligned, developing the Water Resources Component (WRC) ontology to define the
metadata concepts used in describing a model component, and expanding the WRC
ontology by creating a domain-level ontology for describing the hydrologic processes.
The results of this research provided a potential solution for component model inter-
operability across disciplinary boundaries and frameworks that can be applied within
and across Earth Science disciplines.
v
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Hydrologic modeling is considered a central process for solving complex problems in
many Earth Science disciplines (Hornberger et al., 2012; Maidment et al., 1992). Hy-
drologic fluxes interconnect water, climate, energy, and ecological cycles (Bloschl and
Sivapalan, 1995). As a result, hydrologic models must cross domain boundaries and
consider the feedback of processes happening in other domains, as well as introduce
an organized system for collaboration among scientists and engineers from different
disciplines to face present and future challenges (Hornberger et al., 2012; Syvitski
et al., 2011; Voinov et al., 2010). However, most hydrologic models are designed,
built, and controlled by a specific scientific or engineering community to answer a
specific problem within the hydrologic cycle (Singh and Woolhiser, 2002; Wagener
et al., 2010). These models treat a portion of the hydrologic cycle as an independent
system without considering its interactions with other systems. This approach is
unacceptable because of the growing need to develop comprehensive models that are
able to consider the interactions between dynamically connected systems.
Multidisciplinary modeling requires the integration of data, techniques, tools, per-
spectives, concepts, and theories between related disciplines (Hornberger et al., 2012).
Given the multidisciplinary, complex nature of water resource problems, it seems nei-
ther achievable nor desirable to aim for a single central computational “super-model”
that attempts to represent all the processes in different domains. In fact, no single
model will ever be capable of (i) incorporating all of the different processes used in
various scientific disciplines (Hornberger et al., 2012; Argent, 2004), (ii) representing
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the wide variance in spatial and temporal resolutions of the hydrologic fluxes inter-
connecting water, climate, energy, and ecological cycles (Loucks et al., 2005; Bloschl
and Sivapalan, 1995; Letcher et al., 2004), and (iii) managing data used by the models
through sophisticated information systems and data management approaches (Dozier,
1992; Goodall and Maidment, 2009; Horsburgh et al., 2008).
In the last decade, component-based modeling has been introduced as a paradigm
that exploits advances in computer and Internet technologies to decentralize a model’s
functionality (Argent, 2004; Goodall et al., 2011; Peckham et al., 2012; Castronvoa
et al., 2012). The component-based approach maintains the balance between a phys-
ical process representation and its complexity (Armstrong et al., 2002; Argent, 2004;
Moore and Tindall, 2005; Syvitski et al., 2011; Gössler and Sifakis, 2003). A key
distinguishing feature of component-based modeling is decentralizing the model func-
tionality into independent component models, which are capable of being integrated
with other models in what is described as a “plug-and-play” manner (Peckham et al.,
2012). This decentralized approach achieves model integration by satisfying two basic
requirements: standardizing the communication interface between modeling compo-
nents during a simulation run (Szyperski, 2002) and providing a framework whereby
a system can be assembled out of a set of independent component models (Argent,
2004). By decentralizing the model functionality into independent components, it
(i) gives a relative freedom from the assumptions controlling the more conventional
centralized approach, (ii) decreases the development effort of models by avoiding
recreating the wheel, (iii) raises the quality of the developed model because devel-
opers have more time to focus on enhancing models rather than incorporating new
models, and (iv) decreases model maintenance cost.
While there are obvious benefits to using a component-based approach for hydro-
logic modeling, there are also challenges that must be overcome in order to encourage
broad adoption of the approach. Three studies were performed and the results are
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presented in this dissertation to advance the understanding of model coupling and
increase the interoperability among disciplinary water-related models.
The first study investigated two of the more pressing questions about applying
component-based modeling concepts to hydrologic systems: (i) how to simulate fully
coupled processes with a shared boundary condition as two distinct components with
a bidirectional link and (ii) how to couple two model components that have spatially
and/or temporally misaligned inputs and outputs. In this study, first the component-
based approach’s ability to handle the complicated hydrologic feedbacks within a wa-
tershed system was investigated. Second its ability to address coupled components
that are operating on independent spatial or temporal discretizations, without vi-
olating basic principles of hydrologic modeling (e.g., conservation of mass, energy,
momentum) was investigated. To address this research goal, a hypothetical modeling
exercise was conducted with the objective of estimating pollution concentration in a
multimedia water/sediment system.
The second study aimed to answer another important challenge associated with
component integration: model integration is not simply the proper assemblage of
components from a technical standpoint, rather it also requires scientific knowledge
of the underlying coupling between each component (Athanasiadis et al., 2006; Voinov
and Shugart, 2012; Elag et al., 2011). Scientists wanting to couple components across
disciplinary boundaries or modeling frameworks face challenges including (i) semantic
heterogeneity across disciplines due to the variety of terminology used to describe the
equations, variables, parameters, and units within models (Argent, 2004; Voinov and
Shugart, 2012; Peckham et al., 2012), (ii) diversity of concepts used to define compo-
nents’ functionality and relationships, which results in overwhelming complexity for
linked model compositions (Argent, 2004; Voinov and Shugart, 2012), and (iii) cou-
pling inconsistency resulting from mismatched spatial or temporal data exchanges,
or from incompatible semantics used by different models (Voinov and Shugart, 2012;
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Elag et al., 2011). To overcome these challenges an ontology for modeling compo-
nents was created and named Water Resource Component (WRC) ontology. This
ontology specifies the concepts and terminologies related to model components used
in water-related disciplines.
The third and final study was motivated by the need to structure hydrologic do-
main information regarding physical processes in a machine understandable format
to increase the usability of process definitions across related scientific modeling com-
munities. Because of this, there is a need for a standardized and a robust method to
organize and define the domain processes and equations that can be discovered and
used across disciplinary boundaries. This work focused on introducing a formal defini-
tion for hydrologic domain processes, their interrelationships, and their corresponding
equations, by creating a domain-level ontology. This ontology provides a unified un-
derstanding among domain users about hydrologic modeling processes, promotes the
interoperability of components across the water-related disciplines by integrating with
the WRC ontology, facilitates the process of component creation by guiding the user
to scientific information and tested codes, and supports the automation of creating a
computer code for a hydrologic process.
Following this introduction is a background section that provides an overview of
key concepts that underlie this research: model integration approaches, component-
based architectures, community modeling in hydrology, and hydrologic information
representation. The three studies described earlier are then presented in manuscript
form as individual chapters following the conventions outlined by the University of
South Carolina Graduate School in the Electronic Thesis and Dissertation Formatting
Guide. Because these manuscripts are coauthored, when first person is used in the




The following section provides background for four concepts related to the dissertation
subject matter. The first section discusses the different model integration approaches
and the second section provides a brief overview of community modeling activities
in the Earth Sciences. The third section provides an overview of different hydrologic
information representation techniques. Finally, the fourth section introduces the
concept of the Semantic Web as it relates to this research.
2.1 Model Integration Approaches
Computer modeling has become an essential tool in water resources research because
it provides a simplified representation of reality that can be used to predict future
events and improve understanding of interdisciplinary cause-and-effect relationships
(Argent, 2004). Models vary greatly in their complexity and purpose from spread-
sheets to Earth-scale prediction models. Most models aim to represent a finite set of
physical processes of a single domain accurately (Singh, 2006). One of the coming
challenges facing the modeling community will be to simulate complex and multi-
disciplinary systems. Monodisciplinary models can complement each other through
integration, thereby providing a useful tool for solving complex water resource prob-
lems (Wagener et al., 2010). A more holistic, accurate, and flexible approach is
required to combine these single, well calibrated models into a comprehensive model.
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Integration of models from different disciplines to support watershed management
has become a high priority (Argent, 2004). Model integration requires two major com-
plementary elements: software resources and communities integration (Voinov et al.,
2008). First, tools and technologies from the computer science and software engineer-
ing disciplines must be transferred to be applied in water resources modeling. Sec-
ond, interest in community modeling, which has emerged as a promising paradigm
to develop complex modeling systems, must continue to grow. There are different
technical approaches for integration of monodiscplinary models. The most straight
forward method is to develop an entirely new model that encompasses multiple mod-
els, but this is time consuming and does not leverage prior community investments.
A better approach is to combine existing models using a model coupling approach.
The term model coupling is widely used, although there is no common agreement
upon its definition. Knapen et al. (2012) define five different approaches of model
coupling: (i) manually linking of a model by using the output of one model as an input
for the other, (ii) automatically linking by writing codes for converting the output of a
model into input for another model, (iii) encapsulating, where one model encapsulates
the other into a monolithic model (e.g. MODFLOW, http://www.modflow.com/),
(iv) loosely coupling using a linking mechanism (e.g. service oriented modeling mech-
anism), and (v) loosely coupling in a modeling framework (e.g. Community Surface
Dynamics Modeling System). In the loose coupling approach which is the subject of
this dissertation, models are independent and exchange data through a standardized
method.
2.2 Component-Based Architectures
Component-based modeling is a key principle in advancing model integration using a
loose coupling approach (Syvitski et al., 2004; Leavesley et al., 1996; Argent, 2004).
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This is because simpler components are easier to test, debug, update, compare, and
verify, and once the components are created, they can be (re)assembled in different
ways (Argent, 2004). In this approach, each component has a definite role and the
process of its development and maintenance is assigned to a specific group. The
next sections provide background about components as a model, components in a
modeling framework, and OpenMI as a standard for data exchange in component-
based modeling.
2.2.1 Component
Components in software engineering are defined as independent functional units that
can communicate with each other (Argent, 2004; Szyperski, 2002). Shaw and Garlan
(1996) provided an overview of different component functions and classify compo-
nents based on their function into five categories: (i) computes pure mathematical
operations, (ii) links and transfers information between entities, (iii) controls and
governs time sequence operations, (iv) manages states and organizes operations, and
(v) shares memory collection of persistent structured data.
D’Souza and Wills (1998) define a component as a package that should include
(i) an executable code in a binary format, (ii) a list of the I/O of the component,
(iii) an interface for users to communicate with the component and another interface
for components to exchange data with each other, (iv) a validation code that ensures
a proper connection with other components, and (v) design documentation that in-
cludes source code and all of the documents associated with the component (Figure
2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Component package adapted from D’Souza and Wills (1998).
2.2.2 Modeling Framework
A modeling framework is a run-time environment for coupling component models
with the intention of standardizing data manipulation and analysis, exchanges be-
tween models and datasets, and visualization of model outputs (Argent et al., 2006).
The term framework typically refers to the underlying modeling classes and libraries
that are used to support module development, model construction, and model exe-
cution (Argent et al., 2006). A modeling community that uses the framework defines
two methods for components to be connected in the framework. First, frameworks
must have standardized argument data types for the component (e.g. Earth System
Modeling Framework, http://www.earthsystemmodeling.org/). Second, frameworks
require put/get calls within the component for data I/O (e.g. Modular Modeling Sys-
tem, http://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2006/5041/section3.html). The Earth System Model-
ing Framework (ESMF) (Hill et al., 2004), the Community Surface Dynamics Mod-
eling System (CSDMS) (Syvitski et al., 2011), and the HydroModeler (Castronova
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and Goodall, 2010) are a few examples of component modeling approaches being
developed within the Earth Science modeling community.
The Earth System Modeling Framework (ESMF, http://www.
earthsystemmodeling.org/) is a system that provides a high-performance yet
flexible software infrastructure for code reuse in climate, numerical weather
prediction, data assimilation and other Earth Science applications (Hill et al.,
2004). ESMF is based on principles of component-based modeling. It enables the
integration of models that require high performance computing, such as weather
and climate models (Hill et al., 2004). The ESMF has two major components:
coupling superstructure and utility infrastructure. The superstructure standardizes
the communication between components during a simulation. The infrastructure
contains the development libraries used for model component development (Hill
et al., 2004).
The Community Surface Dynamics Modeling System (CSDMS, http://csdms.
colorado.edu) focuses on simulating sediment and material transport over various
time and space resolutions (Syvitski et al., 2004). CSDMS has three principal com-
ponents: Standard Utilities, Modules, and a Toolkit (Syvitski et al., 2004). Standard
Utilities handle data structures, graphics rendering, module connectors, and a web
interface (Anderson et al., 2004). The CSDMS uses a variation of the Open Modeling
Interface (OpenMI) standard to maintain runtime communication, and the Common
Component Architecture (CCA) to facilitate high performance computing (Syvitski
et al., 2004)
The HydroModeler is a HydroDesktop plug-in application developed under the
Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of the Hydrologic Sciences Inc.
(CUAHSI, http://www.cuahsi.org) and its Hydrologic Information System (HIS,
http://www.his.cuahsi.org) project that extends the core HydroDesktop application
to support model integration using the component-based approach (Castronova and
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Goodall, 2010). It uses the Open Modeling Interface (OpenMI) standard and the
OpenMI Association Technical Committee (OATC) Software Development Kit (SDK)
to provide a “plug-and-play” modeling framework within HydroDesktop.
2.2.3 Open Modeling Interface
An interface is a formal definition of the functions to be used by models when coupled
so that they can interact with the run-time environment (Swayne et al., 2010). The
OpenMI (http://www.openmi.org) is one such interface standard used for data and
model communication in the water resources domain. It enables models to “talk”
to each other (Voinov et al., 2008) using a standard language. It was developed to
support water resources management under the EU 5th framework program project
HarmonIT. The main objective of the HarmonIT project was to provide a widely ac-
cepted and unified method to link models, both legacy and new models, by providing
a Standard Development Kit (SDK) (Moore and Tindall, 2005; Sinding et al., 2005).
The SDK enables developers to “wrap” their model into an OpenMI compliant form,
which can then be used in any OpenMI modeling framework.
In this dissertation, I used the OpenMI (version 1.4) that provides standardized
interfaces to define, describe, and transfer data between software components that
run sequentially, based on a pipes and filters architecture (Sinding et al., 2005). The
data exchange definition addresses the “five W questions” (why, how, where, when,
why). Each component that implements the OpenMI standard is considered to be
a linkable component and has metadata describing the exchangeable data. Compo-
nents are connected using links, which exist as a separate entity. Each link transforms
an output of one component into an input of the receivable component. The OpenMI
Association (OA) keeps OpenMI under constant development to promote the devel-
opment, use, management, and maintenance of the standard (Sinding et al., 2005).
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A new version of OpenMI (version 2) was released in 2010 to satisfy the new re-
quirements of integration between water resources modeling and related domains, as
well as the need to employee the OpenMI in other integration techniques (e.g. Service
Oriented Modeling (Goodall et al., 2011)). This version includes some innovations
such as (i) improved geographical representations based on GIS concepts for data
exchange between models, (ii) new interpolation adapters for spatially and tempo-
rally transforming data into a requested form, (iii) removing the restriction to only
time step-based models, (iv) setting and varying boundary conditions for individual
models for running comparative simulations, and (v) introducing of set of mandatory
base interfaces and sets of optional interfaces to make the OpenMI better able to
accommodate future requirements of integrated modelling (Knapen et al., 2012).
The OpenMI is currently implemented in C].Net and Java, and offers ways for
wrapping code from other languages. Knapen et al. (2012) recommended the OpenMI
as a standard interface for coupling several multidisciplinary models because it (i) re-
quires few modifications to the models in order to implement the standards, (ii)
advances rapidly because it is on an open standard, which is developed by a multi-
institutional organization and benefits from contributions from the larger research
community, (iii) operates over a network and is able to handle both small and large
models, (iv) separates interfaces from implementation (increases software maintain-
ability) and has the ability to “wrap” existing models, and (v) is well documented.
2.3 Community Modeling in Hydrology
The community modeling approach has been developed to manage the challenges of
creating and applying complex models. It is based on an Open Source (OS) philoso-
phy and the need for collaboration among between community memebers throughout
different modeling stages. This enables the community to share and reuse available
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data, models, and tools. A primary goal key of community modeling is to increase
the involvement of project-related users during the modeling process. This approach
results in a comprehensive modeling system. For example, the atmospheric commu-
nity introduced some of the best examples of this such as Community Earth System
Model.
A major motivation for using the community modeling approach in hydrologic
modeling is to enable linking of models from different disciplines and research groups.
This is expected to result in a decrease in redundancy because it helps developers
to evolve new models based on the available models, codes, and algorithms. Also,
community modeling approaches increase community engagement, which raises the
project potential.
Community modeling has evolved through three different generations (Voinov
et al., 2010) (Figure 2.2). The first generation focused on the importance of Open
Source (OS) models and how to use them to model scientific problems. The sec-
ond generation emphasized how to connect the contributors to address the different
demands of the community, such as the ability to integrate with new sciences and
create clear borders for defining the scientific process. Recently, most attention has
been given to the integration of models across scientific disciplinary boundaries using
modeling frameworks. The community modeling approach requires a framework to
enable the community individuals (developers and users) to build and couple their
models (Voinov et al., 2010; Famiglietti et al., 2008). In this context, the component-
based modeling approach plays an essential role of introducing a scientific process as
a model that can be coupled in a framework.
In the Earth Sciences, there are several ongoing community modeling efforts that
have grown in recent years. These communities are seeking to create and orga-
nize their own modeling systems and integrate with other modeling systems. For
example, the CSDMS has built a structure for community input and involvement
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Figure 2.2: Three generations of community modeling projects describing the moti-
vations of each generation adapted from Voinov et al. (2010).
through its main working groups and focus research groups. It identifies standards
for model developers and for model coupling to enhance access to the CSDMS by
developers and users (Syvitski et al., 2004). The Earth System Modelling Frame-
work (ESMF, http://www.esmf.ucar.edu) is a multi-institutional, multidisciplinary
effort between Earth Science modeling centers within the United States including the
National Weather Service and NASA (Hill et al., 2004). The Community Climate
System Model (CCSM, http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/) is developed and used by the
climate community of scientists and students from universities, national laborato-
ries, and other institutions. CCSM is a general circulation climate model consisting
of four components: atmosphere, land, ocean, and sea ice. These components are
linked through couplers into a system (Gent et al., 2011). The CCSM provides a
sate-of-the-art computer simulation of the Earth’s past, present, and future climate
states. The latest release of the CCSM includes a new ESMF compliant component
interface which allows CCSM model components to be coupled with other systems
using ESMF coupling standards (Craig et al., 2012).
In Hydrology, the Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic
Science (CUAHSI, http://www.cuahsi.org) encourages the development of a Commu-
nity Hydrologic Modeling Platform (CHyMP) (Famiglietti et al., 2008). One of the
goals of CHyMP is to collect all of the model components in hydrology and related
fields to enable comprehensive simulation of water anywhere in the North American
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continent. This goal requires the interoperability of models across disciplinary bound-
aries. The role of CHyMP is to provide infrastructure for community-driven model
development, model distribution, high performance computing access, and technical
support (Famiglietti et al., 2008). This will help to connect the hydrologic modeling
community with several ongoing community modeling activities in related disciplines
(e.g. ESMF, CSDMS, CCSM).
Creating a hydrologic community modeling system is complicated because hy-
drologic models are fragmented across different disciplines such as the atmospheric,
agricultural, and ecological, sciences. Models are created by different organizations,
research groups, and commercial companies, which results in a diversity of model
structures, formats, and operation requirements. These result in a lack of connec-
tivity, insufficient understanding, and a lack of motivation for sharing the working
environment (Famiglietti et al., 2008; Voinov et al., 2010). These shortcomings are
due to (i) semantic heterogeneity across disciplines due to the variety of terminology
used to describe the equations, variables, parameters, and units within models (Ar-
gent, 2004; Voinov and Shugart, 2012; Peckham et al., 2012) and (ii) the diversity of
concepts used to define a model’s functionality and its relationships, which results in
overwhelming complexity for linked model compositions (Argent, 2004; Voinov and
Shugart, 2012).
2.4 Hydrologic Information Representation
Hydrologic science and management often requires both observations and models to
solve complex water resource problems. Many scientific communities have realized
the importance of managing the information that describes both data and models to
increase interoperability between them. This is especially true given the significant
increase in observational data produced by the science and engineering communities
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(Horsburgh et al., 2009; Cox, 2006). In addition, the growth in models contributed to
a modeling library requires organization and standardization of information describ-
ing these models (Argent et al., 2006; Goodall et al., 2011; Bermudez and Piasecki,
2006). This prompts the need to develop an information system that unifies the
description of objects (data or models) that permits users and computers to better
understand model properties (or metadata).
2.4.1 Metadata
The word “meta” is typically used as a prefix to indicate a higher level of description
for the suffix term. Therefore the term metadata is used to describe “data about data.”
Over the past few decades, the term metadata has emerged as an important concept
used to summarize information about an object. Metadata describes an object and
depicts its behavior, function, and relationship with other objects (Kumar, 2006). It
is needed to facilitate data sharing and enhance the information retrieval process.
The use of metadata to describe the content of an object has become one of the focus
areas for many research communities (including the hydrologic science community)
(Bermudez and Piasecki, 2006; Horsburgh et al., 2008; Syvitski et al., 2011).
Metadata is required to reflect three distinct features about an object: content,
context, and structure (Kumar, 2006). First, content defines the intrinsic element
of the object and what the object contains. Second, the context element provides
the answer for the “five W questions” (who, what, where, why, and how), which are
used to define the extrinsic element of the object (Kumar, 2006). In the hydrologic
modeling community, for example, these might be: developer, evaporation model,
source code location, purpose, and tutorial. Finally, structure defines the metadata
syntax (e.g. folder contents list). Scientific communities tend to create their own
metadata to satisfy their specific needs, but have not considered interoperability
with other communities (Bermudez and Piasecki, 2006).
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Integration of the metadata underlying each component model is important
to the proper technical assemblage of components to achieve model integration
(Athanasiadis et al., 2006; Voinov and Shugart, 2012). In other words, if a set of
component models are coupled and working together, this does not guarantee a
proper component assemblage from a scientific point of view. Including a rich set
of metadata with modeling components is necessary to ensure a proper assemblage
of components. Incorporating information with components enables users to over-
come the semantic heterogeneity across related disciplines and unifies the concepts
used to define components’ functionality and relationships (Argent, 2004; Voinov and
Shugart, 2012; Peckham et al., 2012). The basic notion of metadata integration is
that several metadata come together to make the data describing an object clear for
users coming from different disciplines.
Clearly, agreement on techniques to transfer information about models between
source and user must consider the Internet as an efficient mean of communication.
The Internet provides a dynamic environment for data exchange and retrieval. It
is used for information exchange from machine to human and machine to machine
(Huhns and Singh, 2005). Recently, advancement in information transfer techniques
accelerates the rate of information transfer. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C,
http://www.w3.org) develops, accepts, and maintains data interoperable technologies
to serve data transfer over the Internet. W3C defines the Semantic Web service as a
mechanism to integrate semantic information from different resources. The technol-
ogy that will be used to describe the component model metadata must have a clear
structure that is extendable and easily deployed in different modeling communities.
Various methods have been devised to support information organization and in-
terchange. Zeng (2005) defines three groups of information organization: term lists,
classification/categorization, and relationships. Term lists provide a standardized
dictionary of terms for use during information indexing (e.g. controlled vocabulary
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list). A List of terms does not provide much structure, which makes information
retrieve more difficult. Classification/Categorization sorts information into groups
with similar attributes (e.g. units). It enhances the information retrieval, however
building relationships among resources is necessary as the information becomes more
extensive. Relationship groups emphasize the connections between terms and con-
cepts. The presence of relationships among structured information enhances the
information retrieval process.
In the coming section I present an overview of ontologies and the Semantic Web, as
well as the relationship between them. The emphasis is on the technologies employed
in this study to represent the water resources component and hydrologic processes
metadata.
2.4.2 Ontology
The term ontology has roots that lie in philosophy where it is used to represent a sys-
tematic account of existence. The term migrated to the realm of artificial intelligence
when it was introduced by Gruber (1993). An ontology is an explicit conceptualiza-
tion of human knowledge that focuses on shared understanding by defining vocabu-
laries that represent and communicate knowledge about a specific domain (Gruber,
1993; Garshol, 2004; Antoniou and Harmelen, 2009). In other words, ontologies ex-
press specific vocabularies that are used to describe facts about a domain. Ontology
introduces the conceptualization that underlie the knowledge and the vocabularies
that represent this knowledge. This effective information representation system of-
fers shared understanding of the domain by users from different disciplines.
Ontologies are often used to facilitate resource representations for the purpose of
integrating systems (Uschold and Gruninger, 1996). An ontology usually introduces
concepts such as entities and the relationships between them. An Ontology acts as an
agreement to use the specified vocabulary based on the concepts and relationships.
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Thus, a major motivation for using an ontology in the water resource domain is to
integrate the metadata describing models of different modeling communities into a
coherent framework. An ontology provides a unified structure for information repre-
sentation, which minimizes the conceptual and terminological confusion of a specific
domain.
Jurisica et al. (1999) classified the ontological representation of knowledge into
four categories: static, dynamic, intentional, and social ontologies. A static ontology
enumerates the physical objects in a problem definition and identifies their inheri-
tance properties and relationships. A dynamic ontology defines the changing features
of the domain (e.g. a modeling algorithm). An intentional ontology codes the domain
motivations, goals, beliefs, alternatives, and choices (Jurisica et al., 1999). Lastly, so-
cial ontologies cover the organizational structures (e.g. organization chart of research
institute) (Jurisica et al., 1999). Typically most of the knowledge representation in
the water resource domain fluctuates between the static and dynamic categories. In
this way ontologies are used to improve communication among humans because it
provides a shared understanding between people with different needs and viewpoints.
Also, if it is coded in a formal language that a machine can understand, then it
improves the communication between human and machine. In addition, ontologies
increase the quality of the software system capabilities (e.g. search, reliability, etc.)
Finally, an ontology is considered the backbone of the Semantic Web, as described in
the following section.
2.4.3 Semantic Web
The Semantic Web was introduced by the W3C to develop a method and technologies
for information integration, processing, and querying on the Web (Berners-Lee and
Fischetti, 2001; Fensel et al., 2011). The W3C tries though the Semantic Web to
create something closer to a global database compared to the existing World Wide
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Web (Fensel et al., 2011). A key concept of the Semantic Web is to enable transfering
of structured well-formed data between users on the Internet. This enables a user to
receive information about his search from different data sources relevant to his query
(Abadi et al., 2007). In fact, most hydrologic models have metadata that are available
on the Web, but these metadata suffer from semantic and syntactic heterogeneity.
The Semantic Web overcomes this limitation by introducing a well defined information
structure that enables both the human and machine to understand the information
meaning.
The Semantic Web community introduces different choices for representing data
on the Web. The Semantic Web architecture for information coding consists of dif-
ferent coding blocks. The information coding blocks are organized in the so-called
Semantic Web Layer Cake in an ascending order based on the complexity as follow:
• UNICODE is an ISO standard used to define the international character set. It
contains a definitions for all letters and signs used in human languages and it
has a clearly defined process for adding new characters.
• Unified Resources Identifier (URI) is a standard of the Semantic Web used to
define resources on the Web.
• eXtensible Markup Language (XML) was developed by the W3C for data ex-
change over the Web (Bray et al., 1997). It is a flexible, self-describing markup
language format. It provides a hierarchical syntax structure for encoding data
and their relationships, however the approach can suffer from syntactic hetero-
geneity because data can be organized in many different ways.
• Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a simple yet powerful data model
and language for describing Web resources. RDF represents data as statements
using a graph connecting resource nodes and their property values with labeled
arcs representing properties. This graphical relationship can be represented
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using the XML syntax (RDF/XML) (Abadi et al., 2007). The major problem
of using RDF for representing metadata is that it does not provide a mechanism
for defining internal relationships between properties and concepts (Garrido and
Requena, 2011).
• RDF Schema (RDFS) extends the RDF approach for representing data by in-
troducing means to model classes, properties, hierarchy of classes and properties
(Fensel et al., 2011). RDFS is considerto be light weight ontology language that
can be used for creating taxonomy like ontologies (Fensel et al., 2011). RDFS
provides vocabularies to describe the relationships between classes, relationships
between properties, and relations between classes and properties. However, it
does not provide a mechanism for defining internal relationships between prop-
erties and concepts (e.g. explicit cardinalities in properties relationships and
union in classes) (Garrido and Requena, 2011).
• Ontology Web Language (OWL) is the standard language for representing
knowledge on Web. It is a machine readable language that was designed to
process information on the Web instead of just representing information to hu-
man users (Fensel et al., 2011). OWL can be used to express more sophisticated
relationships between terms compared to RDFS. OWL can explicitly represent
the meaning of terms in vocabularies and relationships. OWL is recommended
by the W3C as an ontology language. It is XML-based, applies RDF syntax,
and is compatible with most querying languages (Antoniou and Harmelen, 2009;
Hitzler et al., 2009; Garrido and Requena, 2011).
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Chapter 3
Feedback loops and temporal misalignment in
component-based hydrologic modeling 1
3.1 Abstract
In component-based modeling, a complex system is represented as a series of loosely-
integrated components with defined interfaces and data exchanges that allow the
components to be coupled together through shared boundary conditions. Although
the component-based paradigm is commonly used in software engineering, it has only
recently been applied for modeling hydrologic and earth systems. As a result, research
is needed to test and verify the applicability of the approach for modeling hydrologic
systems. The objective of this work was therefore to investigate two aspects of using
a component-based software architecture for hydrologic modeling: (1) simulation of
feedback loops between components that share a boundary condition and (2) data
transfers between temporally misaligned model components. We investigated these
topics using a simple case study where diffusion of mass is modeled across a water-
sediment interface. We simulated the multi-media system using two model compo-
nents, one for the water and one for the sediment, coupled using the Open Modeling
Interface (OpenMI) standard. The results were compared with a more conventional
1Mostafa M. Elag, Jonathan L. Goodall, Anthony M. Castronova, Feedback loops and tem-
poral misalignment in component-based hydrologic modeling, Water Resources Research, 47 (12),
doi:10.1029/2011WR010792, 2011.
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numerical approach for solving the system where the domain is represented by a sin-
gle multidimensional array. Results showed that the component-based approach was
able to produce the same results obtained with the more conventional numerical ap-
proach. When the two components were temporally misaligned, we explored the use
of different interpolation schemes to minimize mass balance error within the coupled
system. The outcome of this work provides evidence that component-based modeling
can be used to simulate complicated feedback loops between systems and guidance as
to how different interpolation schemes minimize mass balance error introduced when
components are temporally misaligned.
3.2 Introduction
Watershed-scale hydrologic models are commonly used tools in water resource man-
agement. They are applied to better understand water quality conditions, surface
water and groundwater allocations, floodplain management, flood warning, and a
range of water resource management activities (Wurbs, 1998). Modeling hydrologic
processes at the watershed-scale is challenging for many reasons including the mul-
tidisciplinary nature of watersheds where human, ecological, hydrological, and eco-
nomic factors can influence how water is transported through natural and built sys-
tems. Watershed-scale modeling also introduces significant data collection and man-
agement challenges that must be addressed using sophisticated information systems
and data management approaches (Dozier, 1992; Horsburgh et al., 2008; Goodall and
Maidment, 2009). At an even more fundamental level, watershed-scale models must
simulate hydrologic processes and flow paths that are difficult to describe and to
parameterize within a simulation model (see Beven (2002) for a summary).
Despite these challenges, there are a number of examples of watershed-scale hy-
drologic models developed by the scientific and engineering community (Singh, 2006).
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Each model has been designed to address specific requirements, yet these models in-
clude significant overlap in terms of repetitive process representations and duplication
of effort. As the demands and stresses placed on water resources continues to increase,
the hydrologic science community would benefit from consolidating model develop-
ment effort so that a community of modelers can work collaboratively to build models
capable of addressing a variety of complex water resource management challenges. We
argue, along with others (Voinov et al., 2010), that a key step along this path is to
understand how software engineering and information technology can be leveraged
in order to allow for multi-developer modeling efforts. That is, for future watershed
models to be able to keep pace with policy and decision makers’ needs, there is a need
to encourage community-modeling practices; and to encourage community-modeling
practices, there is a need to advance the architectural approaches that underlie wa-
tershed model codes. Therefore, this work is primarily focused on the challenge of
designing watershed-scale hydrologic models from a software architecture perspective.
Many examples exist of past efforts to infuse information technology into water-
shed modeling and management. Most of these efforts, however, have resulted in
tools that target the time-intensive process of creating model input files and analyz-
ing model output files (Srinivasan and Arnold, 1994), often through the integration of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) with simulation models (Pullar and Springer,
2000; Miller et al., 2004). While this work has resulted in important and necessary
tools, it does not fully capture the potential of modern information technologies to ad-
vance how we design core architectures of watershed modeling systems. More recent
efforts in the hydrologic and Earth Sciences have resulted in promising approaches
for integrating both the growing set of hydrologic data and models (Goodall et al.,
2008; Horsburgh et al., 2008; Maidment, 2008; Voinov et al., 2010). The focus of this
work is on one of the more recent paradigms for structuring earth system models:
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component-based software architectures (Armstrong et al., 2002; Gössler and Sifakis,
2003; Heineman and Councill, 2001).
Component-based software development is a method of software construction
whereby a system is assembled from a set of prefabricated, reusable, and indepen-
dently evolving units of code (Clements, 1995). Developing using components allows
for the construction of reconfigurable software systems in a timely and more manage-
able manner, where components of the system can be more easily tested and validated
in isolation of and in combination with other system components (Clements, 1995;
Garlan et al., 1995; Szyperski, 2002). When the approach is applied for constructing
modeling systems, simulations of a particular system can be constructed by coupling
reusable components into a composition tailored for a specific modeling objective
(Voinov et al., 2010). By adhering to component interface standards, multiple devel-
opers can contribute components to the modeling system that are able to be coupled
for the simulation.
An important distinction of this work compared to previous approaches in
watershed-scale hydrologic modeling frameworks is between modular and component-
based approaches as the underlying architecture (Figure 3.1). In a purely modular
approach, model integration is achieved by placing restrictions on data structures
and conventions used within modular modeling routines. In contrast, component-
based approaches achieve integration by standardizing the communication interface
between modeling components during a simulation run (Syvitski et al., 2004). The
result is a more flexible and extensible system because it is less restrictive on the
internal implementation of components. While there are many examples of technolo-
gies that emphasize a modular modeling approach for water systems (e.g., Rahman
(2003) and Leavesley et al. (1996)), there are fewer examples that use a component-
based approach, primarily because it is a newer approach for model integration. The
Open Modeling Interface (OpenMI) (Tindall, 2005), however, is one example of this
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Figure 3.1: Contrasting the more common modular approach for structuring model
codes with a component-based approach.
approach developed and used within the water resource community, and the Commu-
nity Surface Dynamics Modeling System (CSDMS) (Syvitski et al., 2011) is a second
example of this approach developed and used in the Earth surface dynamics mod-
eling community. Here we focus on the OpenMI because it is meant primarily as a
standard for component-based modeling in the water resources domain.
The Open Modeling interface (OpenMI) is a component interface standard de-
veloped through the European Union Water Framework Directive (Tindall, 2005).
Its primary purpose is to facilitate interoperability between environmental models
(Gregersen et al., 2007). The basic approach used by OpenMI to couple models is to
allow access to input and output values of the model directly at run-time. A model
that implements an OpenMI standard interface becomes a linkable component and
then can be coupled to other components through input and output exchange items
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(Tindall, 2005). OpenMI is a pull-based pipe and filter architecture that consists of
Linkable components (source components and target components) which exchange
memory-based data in a pre-defined way and in a pre-defined format. The OpenMI
defines the component interfaces as well as how the data is being exchanged. OpenMI
version 1.4 communication protocol consists of three fundamental concepts: a link-
able component, an exchange item, and a link (Sinding et al., 2005). A link connects
the source and target component, and define the actual data exchange quantity be-
tween linkable components. Data exchange in an OpenMI 1.4 component composi-
tion is initiated by a trigger component that begins the data communication process.
Once the composition has been triggered, components exchange data autonomously
without the need for a controller to supervise the interactions. OpenMI follows a
single-threaded architecture meaning that a component can handle just one request
at a time. Figure 3.2 illustrates how models can be linked by either a uni-directional
or bi-directional link in an OpenMI component composition. Uni-directional links
are used to integrate sequential models where model A is dependent on the output
from model B, which itself is dependent on the output from model C. In bi-directional
links, two components are linked such that each requires input from the other in order
to run. This type of feedback loop communication is more complicated to implement
in component-based modeling and therefore is a focus of this paper.
OpenMI version 2.0, which was released after the initiation of this study, removes
the concept of a link being a distinct object and instead components directly provide
their output exchange item(s) as input exchange item(s) to one or more components.
In both the 1.4 and 2.0 versions of OpenMI, the target component pulls the data
when needed using the pull-driven mechanism. We used the OpenMI 1.4 since the
Software Development Kit (SDK) for OpenMI 2.0 is still incomplete. Our findings
will remain applicable after migrating to OpenMI 2.0 because the pull mechanism
with request and return of values is unchanged and so there will still be a need to
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Figure 3.2: Data exchange between component models in a uni-directional composi-
tion (top) and a bi-directional composition (bottom) adapted from Tindall (2005).
model systems that have feedback loops and may require rescaling of temporally or
spatially misaligned data transfers.
Past work using OpenMI for hydrologic and water resource modeling has primarily
focused on applying the standard for modeling integrated water resource systems.
For example, OpenMI was used to couple separate models that simulate groundwater
hydrogeology, econometric farm level crop choices, and irrigated water use (Steward
et al., 2009; Bulatewicz et al., 2010). Steward et al. (2009) emphasized the advantage
of component-based modeling to assembly three different components from three
different disciplines. In a related application, Fotopoulos et al. (2010) used OpenMI to
build a flood model finding that OpenMI eased the integration across various software
components and increased the flexibility and extensibility of the overall modeling
system. Ewert et al. (2009) presented integrated assessments for policy support in
agriculture that used a modeling framework built on OpenMI. The authors found
that, while OpenMI provided an improved means for linking models to each other, to
a GIS, or to a Decision Support Systems (DSS), the scientific basis for linking models
across disciplinary boundaries and spatiotemporal scales required additional research.
OpenMI has also been applied to urban hydrology to couple sewer system models with
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river hydraulic models, illustrating the benefit of component-based modeling which
allows existing models to be coupled through the runtime exchange of data (Reussner
et al., 2009). These past efforts all point to the benefits of OpenMI and component-
based modeling in general for coupling disparate modeling and information systems,
however, as noted by Ewert et al. (2009), there are important scientific questions
regarding model coupling that have not been well addressed.
We suggest that two of the most pressing questions in applying component-based
modeling concepts to hydrologic systems are (1) how to simulate fully coupled pro-
cesses with a shared boundary condition as two distinct components with a bidirec-
tional link and (2) how to couple two model components that have spatially and/or
temporally misaligned inputs and outputs. This is not to say these are the only two
questions raised in regard to component-based modeling (Voinov et al., 2010), but
given that hydrology is complicated with many examples of feedbacks between pro-
cesses operating within watershed system, a successful integrated modeling approach
must be capable of simulating such interactions. Likewise, it is well known that hy-
drologic processes have characteristic time or length scales and that these scales can
vary for different fluxes within the hydrological cycle (Bloschl and Sivapalan, 1995).
One of the challenges that component-based modeling attempts to address is that
different components of the system can operate on independent spatial or tempo-
ral discretizations. In such cases, data transfers between spatially and temporally
misaligned components are required so that they do not violate basic principles of
hydrologic modeling (e.g., conservation of mass, energy, momentum). The goal of
this research is therefore to study model coupling for cases where there are feedback
loops between model components and those model components may run of different
time steps requiring temporal interpolation of data exchanges.
To address this research goal, we conducted a hypothetical modeling exercise with
the objective of estimating pollution concentration in a multimedia water/sediment
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system. In the first part of the study we simulated this system using two approaches:
the first was a tightly-coupled numerical model and the second was as two loosely-
coupled model components with one representing the water medium and the other
representing the sediment medium. We used the first modeling approach to provide
a point of comparison for the component-based modeling approach. The two compo-
nents were coupled so that they exchanged concentrations across the water/sediment
boundary through a bi-directional link during simulation runtime. In the second part
of the study, we made the two components run on different time steps in order to
study how interpolation schemes can be used to rescale data transfers between com-
ponents during simulation runtime. Details of the experiments are provided in the
following methods section of this paper. Following the methods section, we present re-
sults and discussion of the experiments including details of how the bidirectional link
and data transformations work in OpenMI. Finally, we present conclusions from our
work drawn from the investigation into these two aspects of using component-based
modeling to simulate hydrologic systems.
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Model Development
To better understand the application of component-based modeling for simulating
fully coupled systems we considered a hypothetical case where water is above a sed-
iment column, a constant source of a pollutant is injected into the water, and the
pollutant is transported through the system by advection and diffusion. A two di-
















where C is the concentration of the pollutant (ppm) at a location (x, z) within the
system at a time t, u is the velocity in x-direction, v is the velocity in z-direction
(cm s−1), and Dx and Dz are diffusion coefficients in the x and z directions (cm2
s−1), respectively. For simplicity, in the water medium we assumed only advective
transport in the x-direction and diffusive transport in the z-direction, and in the
sediment medium we assumed only diffusive transport in the z-direction. With these









where Cw is the concentration of the pollutant in water (ppm), Dw,z is the diffusion
coefficient of the pollutant in water (cm2 s−1) in the z-direction, uw,x is the velocity of
the pollutant in water (cm s−1) in the x-direction. Similarly, the governing equation







where Cs is the concentration of the pollutant in sediment (ppm), Ds,z is the diffusion
coefficient of the pollutant in sediment (cm2 s−1) in the z-direction. As described
earlier, we solved the system using two approaches where in the first approach the
water and sediment was modeled as a single system and in the second approach
the water domain was modeled separately from the sediment domain but coupled
through the shared boundary condition. Boundary conditions for the first approach
for modeling the system were defined at the top of the water domain as Cw(x, 0, t) = 1
ppm for 0 ≤ x ≤ p where p is the length of the water domain (cm) that has a
constant rate of pollutant injection (Figure 3.3). A transmissive boundary condition
(Toro, 2009) was used to describe the right, left, and bottom edges of the domain
(details for the transmissive boundary condition are discussed after discretization of
each domain governing equation). In the second approach for modeling the system,
a boundary condition was introduced at the water/sediment interface that required
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Cw(x, h, t) = Cs(x, h, t) to be satisfied, where h is the depth of the water column (cm)
as shown in Figure 3.3. The initial condition of both approaches was C(x, z, 0) = 0.
Equations 3.2 and 3.3 were solved numerically for a two-dimensional grid in the
x–z dimensions as a discrete representation of the water-sediment domain (Figure
3.3). We considered a simple domain consisting of ten rows (indexed by i’s) and ten
columns (indexed by j’s) to conduct the case study experiment. The water medium
was represented by the top row in the domain (i = 0), while the other nine rows
represented the sediment medium. We approximated (Equation 3.2) using a finite
difference approach with a forward explicit scheme
∆C0,j
∆t = Dw,z




where Ci,j is the pollutant concentration at location (i, j). Note that the w and s
subscripts were not included for C in Equation 3.4 because the boundary condition
will be controlled by the sediment domain. The transmissive boundary condition was
used at the right edge of the water domain for both approaches and was approximated
using a backward difference scheme such that Cw(b, z, t) = Cw(b −∆x, z, t) where b
is the domain width (cm) and ∆x is the cell width (cm) in the computational grid
(Figure 3.3). Concentration within the sediment domain was approximated using a




Ci+1,j + Ci−1,j + Ci,j+1 + Ci,j−1 − 4Ci,j
∆z2 (3.5)
Again the w and s subscripts were not included for C in Equation 3.5 because the
boundary condition will be controlled by the water domain. This approach for ap-
proximating the governing equation was chosen because it has high stability for PDEs
with oscillatory solutions (Shampine, 2009). The transmissive boundary conditions
used for the sediment domain for both approaches was approximated using a forward




Figure 3.3: The water and sediment domains used in the component-based approach.
BC1 is the water component lower boundary values that act as the sediment compo-
nent top boundary, BC2 is the sediment component top boundary values that acts
as the water component lower boundary.
d is the sediment domain height (cm), and a backward difference scheme for the
right edge, Cs(b, z, t) = Cs(b −∆x, z, t) for h ≤ z ≤ d. The sediment concentration
at the bottom boundary was set to the concentration of the interior cell such that
Cs(x, d, t) = Cs(x, d −∆z, t) where ∆z is the cell height (cm) in the computational
grid. In solving the Equations 3.2 and 3.3, we assumed that the diffusion coefficients
were constant over space and time. It is well known that a space explicit scheme does
not oscillate when the Péclet Number (Pe = v∆x/D) is less than or equal to 2 and
the Courant Number (Cr = v∆t/∆x) is less than or equal to 1. Therefore we selected
the parameter values used in the simulation (Table 3.1) to satisfy these conditions.
3.3.2 Model Implementation
We solved for concentration within the system using two approaches for structuring
the code. In the first approach, which we will refer to as the conventional approach,
the multimedia system was simulated using a tightly-integrated paradigm. By this
we mean that the complete system, both the water and sediment medium, was rep-
resented within one code unit using a single multi-dimensional array. The numeri-
cal methods were programmed to operate on that array to solve Equations 3.4 and
3.5. The solution using this approach was implemented in Matlab. In the second
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approach, which we will refer to as the component-based approach, the multimedia
system was simulated as two model components: one representing the water medium
and the second representing the sediment medium. Each component was developed
independently without knowledge of how the other component was implemented so
that they remain autonomous units. The components were then linked together into
a composition so that boundary conditions could be passed between the components
during the simulation run. The solution using this approach was implemented in
C# .Net using the version 1.4 of the OpenMI Software Development Kit (SDK) and
the approach for simplifying the creation of new OpenMI-compliant models proposed
by Castronova and Goodall (2010). In the following paragraphs we provide further
detail for the component-based modeling approach because it is the primary focus of
this paper.
There were two steps in developing the component-based model: the first in-
volved component development and the second involved linking components into a
composition in order to define how the components exchange data during a simulation
run. Component-based software architectures rely on the standardization of compo-
nent interfaces to provide the “plug-and-play” functionality where model components
can be reused in multiple compositions without the need to change or recompile the
model source code. The standard component interface, acts as a contract between the
model component and the controlling application that runs the composition (Szyper-
ski, 2002). As stated earlier, we used the OpenMI as the component standard because
it was designed specifically for water resource modeling. OpenMI provides the tech-
nical means for controlling a model component on a time-step basis. Our aim in
this work was not to develop a component standard or composition orchestration
application, but instead to use the existing tools provided through the OpenMI to
model a hypothetical case study. We therefore built the components used in this
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study using the OpenMI standard in order to understand how this paradigm can be
used to simulate a fully-coupled system.
To create the OpenMI components for this study, we used an approach for creat-
ing process-level OpenMI components described by Castronova and Goodall (2010)
and named the Simple Model Wrapper (SMW). The approach automates many of the
details involved in implementing the OpenMI standard so that the model developer
can more easily and quickly create basic process-level hydrologic model components
that adhere to the OpenMI standard. Using the SWM approach, the water and sedi-
ment components were defined by a configuration file, a geospatial dataset file, and a
model engine file (Figure 3.4). The configuration file is an XML file that defines the
metadata for each model component (see Castronova and Goodall (2010) for details).
The input geospatial dataset file defines model elements, system parameters, initial
state variables, and other attributes specific for each model component. Finally, the
model engine is a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) file that defines the behavior of the
component and must implement three core methods: Initialize, PerformTimeStep,
and Finish. The Initialize method reads the exchange items from the configuration
file and the input parameters of each component from the geospatial dataset file
and stores these properties in memory. The PerformTimeStep method advances the
model component in time and performs the numerical calculations discussed earlier
in the paper. Finally, the Finish method writes the output data for each component
and releases the memory used by the components. The source codes for both com-
ponents and tutorials describing how to create and use the components are available
as part of the HydroModeler plug-in to the Consortium of Universities for the Ad-
vancement of Hydrologic Sciences, Inc. (CUAHSI) HydroDesktop software system
(www.hydrodesktop.org).
The water and sediment components were linked into a composition by creating a
bi-directional link between the two components. The bi-directional link specified that
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Figure 3.4: Details for the implementation of the component-based model approach.
the sediment component required concentration values from the water component,
and that the water component required concentration values for the elements in the
top layer of the sediment component. Because OpenMI 1.4 follows a pull-driven
communication paradigm, both the water and sediment components request values
from the other component within the configuration on each time step. To start the
simulation, we linked the sediment component to a trigger component which initiates
component communication, as described earlier in this paper. When one component
requests values from a linked component, that component is required to reply with
the exact information requested. A request is made for values associated with a set
of elements, a quantity, and a specific time step or time span. The component to
which the request is made must supply values for the requested elements and at the
requested time step. If the requested data is not directly calculated by the component,
as was the case in the second experiment we conducted where one component operated
on a time step greater than the component that it was linked to, there must be an
interpolation process to rescale data transfers.
For both the conventional modeling approach and the two experiments using the
component-based modeling approach, which are described in the following subsec-
tions, we solved for C(t) assuming a constant pollution point-source located in the
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Table 3.1: Model parameters for water and sediment media
Water Sediment
Velocity (cm s−1) 0.80 0.00
Diffusion Factor (cm2 s−1) 2.5× 10−4 2.5× 10−4
No. of Rows 1 9
No. of Columns 10 10
Table 3.2: Properties included in the XML configuration files for the water and
sediment components.
Component Name Exchange Item Type Element Set Name Quantity Name Units
Water Component Output Item ConcentrationBC1 Water Concentration ppmInput Item ConcentrationBC2 Sediment Concentration ppm
Sediment Component Input Item ConcentrationBC1 Water Concentration ppmOutput Item ConcentrationBC2 Sediment Concentration ppm
first three nodes of water domain. The parameters for this study are given in Table
3.1 and the component configuration file attributes are given in Table 3.2. A constant
velocity in the x-direction, u, and a constant rate of change with respect to time were
given to avoid unsteady transport in the two-dimensional field. Interaction between
the water medium and the sediment medium is through diffusive transport across
the water/sediment boundary and therefore requires that the sediment component
be able to obtain values calculated by the water component, and the water compo-
nent be able to obtain boundary conditions from the sediment component during the
model simulation run-time, as described earlier.
3.3.3 Experiment 1: Bidirectional Link
In the first experiment we used the component-based modeling approach to simulate
the coupled system with a bi-directional link handling the feedback loop between the
two components. The goal was to verify that the component-based model correctly
simulated the system and to investigate how components coupled in a bi-directional
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link communicate with one another. The conventional modeling approach, where the
system is solved for the entire domain with the same boundary and initial conditions,
was used as a point of comparison to the component-based modeling approach. We
compared the results of the models at the first time step to ensure that the models
were initialized with correct initial and boundary conditions, the tenth time step
to check that the time marching computation and data exchange were occurring
correctly, the 100th time step to check the stability of the numerical computations
in both components, and the 2000th time step to judge the stability of the solution
after a long time period. This comparison was done for time steps of 0.1 second, 0.5
second, 1 second and 10 seconds to ensure that both models were handling varying
time steps correctly.
3.3.4 Experiment 2: Temporal Rescaling
In the second experiment we modified the component-based solution used in the first
experiment so that the two components operated on different time steps. While
components are required to have the same simulation time period in OpenMI, they
are not required to have the same time step. To explore this feature of coupling
temporally misaligned components, we varied the internal time step for the water
component tw from 1, 2, ..., 10 s, while holding the internal time step of sediment
component ts constant at one second. This change was implemented by changing
the time step of the components as specified in the time horizon element of each
component’s XML configuration file (Table 3.3).
OpenMI compositions that have linked components operating on different space
or time discretizations require interpolation in order to transform data exchanges
between components. It is common for temporal interpolation algorithms to require
values from one or more previous time steps in the simulation. To handle this case,
the OpenMI includes a SmartBuffer class that is used to store values from previous
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Table 3.3: The time horizon and time steps used in the simulation.
Start Date Time: 08/20/2009 00:00:00 AM
End Date Time: 08/20/2009 01:00:00 AM
Time Steps: 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 10 s
time steps for a particular link in the computer’s memory so that they can be accessed
later when interpolated values are required (Figure 3.5). The functionality of a smart
buffer is exposed through three methods: the first is used to fill the buffer with values,
the second to empty values from the buffer, and the third for obtaining interpolated
values generated using a particular interpolation algorithm from the buffer.
The OpenMI Software Development Kit (SDK) provides a technique to interpolate




(trb − tnb )(1− α) + (Snb,i) (3.6)
where tnb is the nth entry in the buffered list, Snb is the nth scalar set in the buffered
list, α is the relaxation factor, and tr is the requested time. If the relaxation factor
(α) is zero, a linear interpolation is preformed. In the case where the relaxation factor
is one, the return value is the nearest available value. For relaxation factors between
one and zero, a weighted average between these two cases is returned (Sinding et al.,
2005).
Figure 3.5: Provided interpolation routine in OpenMI which allows for linear inter-
polation (when α = 0), nearest neighbor (when α = 1), and a weighted approach
between these two alternatives (when 0 < α <1)
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We extended the OpenMI by introducing two other interpolation techniques and
applied both new implementations to our study of the impact of interpolation on
overall system mass balance. The first interpolation method that we implemented
was the quadratic formula (Equation 3.8).
Sr,i =
[
(trb − tnb )(trb − tn−1b )
(tn+1b − tnb )(tn+1b − tn−1b )
]
(Sn+1b,i ) +[
(trb − tn+1b )(trb − tn−1b )
(tnb − tn+1b )(tnb − tn−1b )
]
(Snb,i) + (3.7)[
(trb − tn+1b )(trb − tnb )
(tn−1b − tnb )(tn−1b − tn+1b )
]
(Sn−1b,i )
The three Sb,i values in Equation 3.8 can be applied for either uniform or nonuniform
time steps. Because the water component was set to have a different time step
compared to the sediment component, the storing capacity of the SmartBuffer was
extended in order to perform this interpolation method.
The second interpolation method implemented was a cubic spline scheme whereby
data exchanges are approximated by a curve in a piecewise manner by a third-order
polynomial over each interval tnb < trb < tn+1b . This is done in such a way that both
the first and second derivatives of the curve at the end of the interval match those of
the approximation of the immediate left at tn and those to the approximation to the
right at tn+1 . This can be expressed as
Sr,i = (trb − tnb )
[
Snb,i + Sn+1b,i
(tnb − tn+1b )




(trb − tnb )3
6(tn+1b − tnb )
+D (t
r
b − tn+1b )3
6(tn+1b − tnb )
(3.8)
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where A, B, C, and D are given as follows.
A =
(Sn−2b,i − 2Sn−1b,i + Snb,i)
(tn−2b − tn−1b )2
B =
(Sn−1b,i − 2Snb,i + Sn+1b,i )
(tn−1b − tnb )2
C =
(Sn−1b,i − 2Snb,i + Sn+1b,i )
(tn−1b − tnb )2
D =
(Sn−2b,i − 2Sn−1b,i + Snb,i)
(tn−2b − tn−1b )2
We used these two new interpolation methods implemented in OpenMI through
this work (quadratic and cubic spline) along with the linear interpolation method
provided through the OpenMI SDK to rescale data transfers between the sediment
and water components in the composition. The goal of this second experiment was
both to understand the data rescaling process and how it was handled by OpenMI,
and also to quantify the impact of different interpolation routines on minimizing
overall system mass balance in this specific case study for varying time step differences
between the two model components.
3.4 Results and Discussion
The two experiments conducted through this research focus on two aspects of
component-based modeling at its application to hydrologic systems. In the first ex-
periment we explored how data is transferred between two model components linked
with a bi-directional link using OpenMI. Bi-directional component communication
represents a complicated case for component-based modeling, and we were interested
in learning how this case is handled when modeling feedback loops. In the second
experiment, we investigated the case where two components are linked but each com-
ponent runs on a different time step. The OpenMI includes the concept of data
transformations to couple spatially or temporally misaligned components. Our goal
in this second experiment was to understand how different interpolation algorithms
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could be inserted into the OpenMI to rescale data and minimize overall system mass
balance. For both experiments, we compared the component-based model to a second
model of the same system that was implemented using a more conventional numerical
scheme. The conventional model was used to ensure that the component-based mod-
els produced the same results and to quantify mass balance errors in the temporally
misaligned model configuration.
3.4.1 Results from Experiment 1: Bidirectional Link
Results from the first experiment showed that the component-based model imple-
mentation and the conventional model implementation produced identical results for
the simulation (Figure 3.6). The results were as expected. In the first time step, the
concentration increased across the water medium due to advective transport. Then,
as time progressed, the mass was transported by diffusion into the sediment due to
the concentration gradient across the water/sediment interface. After ten seconds
the concentration gradient was parallel in the water medium and had reached a state
where diffusion dominates the propagation of the pollutant in both media. The mass
continued to be transferred into the sediment until the sediment reached steady-state
so that the entire medium is saturated with the pollutant. The coupled component
simulation was run for four different time steps (0.1, 0.5, 1, and 10 s) to investigate
the sensitivity of the solution to time step size and also to ensure the numerical sta-
bility of the schemes used. When we used a time step that was smaller than one
second, we had to change the TimeEpsilon attribute in the OpenMI Linkable Engine
class of each component to be compatible with the corresponding time step of the
model.
The protocol for communicating data between the two components was closely
monitored in the experiment and is summarized in Figure 3.7. After the two compo-
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Figure 3.6: Results of the coupled water/sediment system for both the conventional
and component-based approach.
an exchange item from the first component in the chain: the water component in this
case (Arrow 1 in Figure 3.7). The water component then requested concentration
values for the boundary nodes of the sediment component for the initial time step in
the simulation (Arrow 2 in Figure 3.7). The sediment component required boundary
conditions from the water component, and therefore requested these values from the
water component on the same time step (Arrow 3 in Figure 3.7). Time cannot ad-
vance until each component’s data request has been answered, so at this point there
was a deadlock where the sediment and water components were co-dependent on a
shared boundary condition. Both of the components have not received their data
requests, so they do not have sufficient information to compute the data requested
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Figure 3.7: Communication flow for a bidirectional link within OpenMI between the
water and sediment components adapted from Sinding et al. (2005).
bi-directional link: each component requires data from the other component in order
to step in time.
OpenMI handles deadlocks in bi-directional component linkages like the one de-
scribed in the previous paragraph in the following way. First, the OpenMI standard
requires that when a component has an unanswered request for a value, it is not
allowed to issue any additional data requests. Second, OpenMI requires that a com-
ponent always return values when a request for data is issued. Therefore in this
experiment, when the water component requested data from the sediment compo-
nent, the sediment component then requested data from the water component, and
the water component must at that point answer that data request because it has an
outstanding data request. The water component answers the data request issued by
the sediment component with its best estimate for the concentration values at the
water/sediment boundary at the current time step. In this case, the best estimate for
values are the concentration values on the previous time step, as it is assumed that
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these values will be approximately equal to the concentration value on the current
time step (Arrow 4 in Figure 3.7). At this point in the model run, the sediment
component can answer the water component (Arrow 5 in Figure 3.7), and the water
component is able to respond to the request for values issued by the configuration
trigger (Arrow 6 in Figure 3.7). This concludes the first time step of the model con-
figuration. The trigger then invokes the water component for the next time step,
requesting data for that time step. The same interaction between the sediment and
water component is repeated for this time step, and the model continues until all
time steps have been completed.
This experiment shows that the OpenMI version 1.4 SDK handles deadlocks in
bidirectional links by having the component estimate a value on the current time
step based on the values of that same variable calculated for the previous time step.
We were able to reproduce the component-based model solution using a more con-
ventional numerical solution by making this same assumption in the conventional
numerical algorithm. For some cases, the assumption that current conditions can be
approximated by past conditions may not be sufficient, in which case modification
of the OpenMI SDK to produce a more sophisticated means for handling component
bi-directional links may be necessary. For example, while we used an explicit scheme
for the two model components in the experiment, an alternative approach would have
been to implement the components using an implicit scheme. An implementation us-
ing an implicit scheme would have required iteration within a time step to obtain
the correct values for the boundary conditions. The OpenMI Technical Association
has created a utility package designed to support advanced data control of model
compositions, such as iteration within a time step, that is available in a prototype
form but not as part of the official OpenMI SDK. The utility package includes three
data control options: iteration, calibration, and logic switch. The iteration controller
is a linkable component that acts as a mediator between components and requests
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the models to step back one time step to adjust the values in the implicit scheme.
The input exchange item of the receiving component and the output exchange item
of the providing component should be connected to the same iteration controller
component. Because we choose to use an explicit scheme when implementing the
components, it was not necessary to use this prototype utility package for advanced
control of OpenMI compositions.
3.4.2 Results from Experiment 2: Temporal Rescaling
In the second experiment performed as a part of this work, we studied how temporal
misalignments of model components, and more specifically interpolation of compo-
nent data transfers, are handled by OpenMI. Introducing different interpolation tech-
niques to the OpenMI and using existing interpolation techniques provided within the
OpenMI SDK, we were able to quantify the impact of interpolation on system mass
balance error. To explore this topic, we relaxed the assumption used in the first
experiment that the water and sediment components operate on the same time step.
This introduces the need to rescale data exchanges between the two components us-
ing interpolation schemes. In this second experiment we were interested in better
understanding how the case of temporal misaligned of component data exchanges is
handled within the OpenMI paradigm. We were also interested in learning how to
include new interpolation algorithms into the OpenMI system, and how these differ-
ent interpolation methods influence the overall mass balance error within the coupled
system of components.
Figure 3.8 depicts the protocol OpenMI uses to rescale data transfers by demon-
strating the steps involved in one cycle of sediment request for interpolated data from
water component. At the point in time which the figure depicts, both components
have been initialized and the water component has completed its first time step of















Figure 3.8: Communication flow for rescaling data transfers when components inputs
and outputs are temporally misaligned.
current time step of the simulation run (ts = ts+∆ts). In order to do this calculation,
the sediment component requires values from the water component and so it issues a
data request to the water component for ts. The water component is then required to
return values of the water concentration for time equal to t1s. The water component
will evaluate if the requested time is before, after, or equal to its own internal time.
The water component determines in this case that the requested time is less than
its internal time (ts < tw), therefore the water component will request the Smart-
Buffer to interpolate values at time step ts. Finally the SmartBuffer returns the data
values back to the sediment component. Thus, the SmartBuffer object is central in
the interpolation process required to couple spatially or temporally misaligned model
components.
As stated earlier, the OpenMI SDK provides an interpolation algorithm that
can be used to implement linear interpolation, nearest neighbor interpolation, or a
weighted combination of these two interpolation algorithms. For some cases, these op-
tions may not be optimal for rescaling data between spatially or temporally misaligned
model components. Many hydrological flux and state variables follow a polynomial
behavior, for example, and therefore it would be necessary to have such interpolation
methods available as a part of the OpenMI toolkit. OpenMI is developed as an open
source project, so we were able to extend the set of interpolation schemes available
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through OpenMI to include both the quadratic polynomial and cubic spline schemes
as described in the Methods section.
After adding these new interpolation algorithms to OpenMI, we applied them to
handle the case where the water and sediment components had different time steps. In
linear interpolation, the SmartBuffer was required to store only two values to perform
the interpolation (Figure 3.8). Therefore, as time advances, the SmartBuffer was
updated with the new value as it became available. This means that the SmartBuffer
was acting as a moving frame only storing two values at any given time. More
complicated interpolation methods require the SmartBuffer to store more than two
data values in the buffer at any given time. This could have performance costs in
terms of increased search time on the smart buffer and increased storage required
for the buffer, however this aspect of the work was not investigated in detail as part
of this study. We did not notice any measurable performance costs in this work,
however this was a purposely small modeling case study and so we cannot rule out
the possibility of performance costs for a larger modeling exercise.
To understand the benefit of each interpolation scheme in minimizing the mass
balance error between the temporally misaligned coupled components, the internal
time step of the sediment component (∆ts) was fixed at one second and the water
component internal time step (∆tw) was varied from two through ten seconds with
a step of one second. Three interpolation schemes – linear, quadratic, and natural
cubic spline – were used to interpolate between the previous stored values and the
current value of the water component value at an intermediate time equal to ts before
the values are passed back to the sediment component so that it can proceed in its
own calculations. Figure 3.9 represents the impact of each interpolation scheme on
the computed sediment boundary concentration. The comparison was done using
the concentration values of the sediment boundary layer calculated when both the
water and sediment components were operating on the same internal time step and
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the concentration values calculated using interpolation schemes separately when both
components were temporally misaligned. The outputs obtained from the temporally
aligned component configuration are shown on the horizontal axis and the predicted
(interpolated) outputs from the misaligned component configuration are shown on the
vertical axis. The results are presented at three different locations in the sediment
top layer (x = 4, 6, and 10 cm), and for three different ∆tw values (2, 4, and 10 s).
The figure shows that the interpolation error increases as the distance from the source
pollution source increases so that the error recorded at point (x = 10 cm) is greater
than the error recoded at point (x = 2 cm). The cubic spline scheme best matches
the actual values for small differences in time steps between the water and sediment
components for all three locations. As the difference between the operating times
steps of the components increase, the deviation of the interpolated values using the
three interpolation schemes also increases. The linear scheme shows the best results
for large differences in temporal time step sizes between components.
Figure 3.10 shows the total mass error in the sediment media as the time advances
during the simulation run. Total mass error represents the difference between total
mass of the sediment media when both components are temporally aligned and the
predicted mass when the components are misaligned with the three differences in
time steps (2, 4, and 10 s). The results show that the cubic scheme minimizes the
error in mass transfer between coupled components the best for the first two cases
(∆tw = 2 s and ∆tw = 4s), but does the worst for the third case (∆tw = 10s). For
this third case, a linear interpolation is best at minimizing mass balance error in the
misaligned component configuration. In general we found that for smaller time steps,
linear interpolation has the largest error while cubic spline interpolation results in
the smallest error. We also found that the opposite is true for larger time steps with
spline interpolation producing the largest error and linear interpolation producing the
smallest error. The reason for this finding is that an interpolated concentration value
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Figure 3.9: Results of linear, quadratic, and cubic spline schemes in minimizing the
mass balance error between temporally misaligned coupled components. Comparison
is for three locations in the sediment top layer (x = 4, 6, and 10 cm) and for three
values of internal time step differences (2, 4, and 10 s).
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is estimated from the previous time step value of the node, and the previous time step
value of the spatially adjacent nodes. For the case of the linear interpolation scheme,
only the previous value is used in the interpolation, while the quadratic scheme uses
the two previous values. The cubic spline interpolation scheme is more complicated in
that it uses a piece-wise interpolation that employs a third order polynomial between
each of the subintervals [ti, .., ti−3] in order to satisfy continuity at junction points
between curve segments and continuity in its first and second derivatives. This high
dependence on neighboring values in space and time explains the difference in the
interpolated values calculated using cubic spline scheme when compared to the val-
ues calculated using linear scheme for large time steps. Furthermore, for the first few
time steps, the cubic spline interpolation is actually performing a linear interpolation
because there are not a sufficient number of previous values to perform a cubic spline
interpolation. Then, once a sufficient number of previous values are available to per-
form the cubic spline interpolation, the interpolation scheme is able to minimize mass
balance error between the two coupled but temporally misaligned model components.
This fact explains the sudden decrease in the mass balance error after the third time
step when using the cubic spline interpolation for (∆tw = 2 s and ∆tw = 4 s).
3.5 Summary and Conclusion
While previous work has demonstrated the benefits of using a component-based mod-
eling design for simulating hydrologic systems, there remain important research ques-
tions about the applicability of the approach for modeling complicated system dynam-
ics. This work provides a detailed view of two aspects of component-based modeling
relevant for simulating hydrologic systems: feedback loops and misalignment of data
exchanges. We explored these aspects specifically for the OpenMI component-based
modeling protocol because it was designed and development for the water resource
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Figure 3.10: Total mass error in sediment domain between the aligned component
configuration and the misaligned component configurations coupled using a linear,
quadratic, and cubic spline scheme for three values of internal time step differences
(2, 4, and 10 s).
modeling community. The topics were explored through a simplified case study of
mass transport within a mixed media system with water over a sediment column. A
component-based implementation of this system was compared with a more conven-
tional numerical solution to the same system. This comparison provided a means for
understanding how the component-based composition was solved, and for quantify-
ing mass balance errors in the case where component output needs to be temporally
rescaled to accommodate the input needs of another component.
In the first experiment conducted where we examined how feedback loops (or
what OpenMI terms bi-directional links) between components are handled,we found
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that OpenMI handles such cases in the following way. First, when a component has
an unanswered data request, it is not allowed to issue any additional data requests.
Second, a component is required to always return values when a request for data is
issued. These two requirements result in components having to estimate values based
on previous values calculated by the component when two components are coupled
with a bidirectional link. The design of OpenMI makes it possible to enhance the
logic for handling feedback loops by adopting a scheme that allows for iteration be-
tween components to converge on a shared boundary condition. One finding of this
research is that such a solution may be required for cases where model components
have large time steps, for example, where it is insufficient for the component to reply
to a request for values on the current time step with the values from the previously
time step as its best estimate. Future research is needed to more fully explore possi-
bilities for more sophisticated solutions like those available in the prototype advanced
controller utilities package to handle iteration between components coupled through
a bi-directional feedback loop.
In the second experiment where we examined how misaligned component inter-
actions are handled within OpenMI, we found that the framework provided an open
architecture whereby new interpolation algorithms could be easily added in order to
diversify the schemes available to users for rescaling transfers between components.
For the particular advection-diffusion case study, we found that a cubic spline inter-
polation was best suited for minimizing system mass balance error for cases where
there is a small time step difference between model components, whereas a linear
interpolation preformed best for large time step differences between model compo-
nents. An important point is that multiple rescaling techniques can be made available
through the OpenMI standard and so the user can select the most appropriate ap-
proach for a specific application, or add a new approach to the system if necessary.
An alternative approach if the users cannot define the appropriate scheme for their
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application is testing the performance of each scheme following the methodology in
our second experiment. Open source software and open modeling architectures also
allow modelers to share not only model components, but also interpolation routines
and other useful tools that are necessary to modeling hydrologic systems. While
this is possible in OpenMI version 1.4, OpenMI version 2.0 provides a more flexible
approach for adapting output data to fit the input requirements of another model
by introducing the AdaptedOutput construct for rescaling data in space or time, or
performing on-the-fly unit conversions between linked models. Users could create a
time interpolation adapted output construct and easily share it with others for reuse
in component-based modeling applications.
In conclusion, component-based modeling, were a complex systems is decomposed
into a set of simpler components that act as separate but linked units, presents
many benefits for modeling hydrologic systems. Each component can be designed,
developed, and maintained by different groups, but still be used by a large commu-
nity of modelers in their own simulations. OpenMI provides an implementation of
component-based modeling specifically for the water resources community. This work
provides a detailed look at how component-based modeling in general and OpenMI
in particular handle what we consider to be two of the more complicated challenges
in representing hydrologic systems as coupled components. Feedback loops are han-
dled in a fairly simplistic way in the current implementation of the OpenMI SDK,
although more complicated schemes that allow for iteration between components that
are coupled through a feedback loop dependency. The OpenMI includes a sophisti-
cated means for handling data transfers between components that do not have the
same spatial or temporal discreteization. While the framework only includes a few
interpolation methods, it is possible to add new interpolation algorithms, as we have
done in this work, that plug into the system. Nonetheless, users of component-based
architectures must understand potential errors introduced when coupling spatially or
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temporally misaligned models. This work is an attempt to quantify such errors for
a specific case study and to understand how different interpolation routines can be
used to minimize errors.
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Chapter 4
An Ontology for Component-Based Models of
Water Resource Systems 1
4.1 Abstract
Component-based modeling is an approach for simulating water resource systems
where a model is composed of a set of components, each with a defined modeling ob-
jective, interlinked through data exchanges. Component-based modeling frameworks
are used within the hydrologic, atmospheric, and earth surface dynamics modeling
communities. While these efforts have been advancing, it has become clear that the
water resources modeling community in particular, and arguably the larger Earth
Science modeling community as well, faces a challenge of fully and precisely defin-
ing the metadata for model components. The lack of a unified framework for model
component metadata limits interoperability between modeling communities and the
reuse of models across modeling frameworks due to ambiguity about the model and
its capabilities. To address this need, we propose an ontology for water resources
model components that describes core concepts and relationships using the Web On-
tology Language (OWL). The ontology that we present, which is termed the Water
Resource Component (WRC) ontology, is meant to serve as a starting point that
can be refined over time through engagement by the larger community until a robust
knowledge framework for water resource model components is achieved. This paper
1Mostafa M. Elag and Jonathan L. Goodall, Accepted for publication in Water Resources Re-
search, 2013.
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presents the methodology used to arrive at the WRC ontology, the WRC ontology
itself, and examples of how the ontology can aid in component-based water resources
modeling by (i) assisting in identifying relevant models, (ii) encouraging proper model
coupling, and (iii) facilitating interoperability across Earth Science modeling frame-
works.
4.2 Introduction
In the hydrologic community, solving complex water resources problems has migrated
from a monodisciplinary to multidisciplinary approach (Hornberger et al., 2012; Wa-
gener et al., 2010; Scholten et al., 2007). Earth Science models have also grown in
recent years from activities undertaken by individuals or small groups, to larger and
more collaborative activities (Syvitski et al., 2011; Voinov et al., 2010; Famiglietti
et al., 2008; Blackmon et al., 2001). Together, these trends have increased the sophis-
tication of models, not only in terms of the mathematical representation of physical
processes, but also in terms of the software required for constructing state-of-the-art
simulation models.
In building modern modeling systems capable of supporting multidisciplinary sci-
ence within a community of developers and users, we see two basic paradigms that
can be adopted. In the first paradigm, the model is designed, built, and controlled
by a small group of developers. The model code is under the control of this group,
thus simplifying the development and maintenance of the code, but at the same time
limiting the size of the community contributing to the model development process.
In the second paradigm, a modeling framework is designed, built, and controlled by a
small group of developers, but it is possible for a larger community to contribute the
models used within the framework. Model developers create their models as compo-
nents that adhere to standards required for making their model interoperable with
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other models in the framework. This component-based approach for building models
is newer and less well established, however it has been gaining attention in recent
years (Moore and Tindall, 2005; Syvitski et al., 2011; Goodall et al., 2011; Peckham
et al., 2012).
A key distinguishing feature of component-based modeling is that each model
within the system is independent yet able to be integrated with other models in what
has been described as a “plug-and-play” manner (Peckham et al., 2012). Component-
based modeling is a key principle in advancing modeling frameworks, providing the
flexibility and extendability whereby a system can be assembled out of a set of inde-
pendent functional units (Argent, 2004). By decentralizing the model functionality
into independent components, there can be a relative freedom from the assumptions
controlling the more conventional centralized approach for constructing models. It
allows specialists to focus on implementation details for individual components within
a system, and it allows stakeholders a way to view holistic systems that are built from
these more detailed components. These properties also make component-based mod-
eling an attractive approach for building community-based modeling systems (Voinov
et al., 2010).
While there are obvious benefits to using a component-based approach for wa-
ter resources modeling, there are also challenges that must be overcome in order
to encourage broad adoption of the approach. One important challenge associated
with the component-based modeling approach is that model integration is not sim-
ply the proper assemblage of components from a technical standpoint, rather it also
requires scientific knowledge of the underlying coupling between each component
(Athanasiadis et al., 2006, 2011; Voinov and Shugart, 2012; Elag et al., 2011; Cas-
tronvoa et al., 2012). Coupled model components often exchange values based on a
message-passing scheme where one component requests a particular variable from a
second component. Because components may be built and maintained by different
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groups, the variables passed between components must be well described to ensure
basic characteristics such as variable units are consistent between coupled compo-
nents. This requires both establishing core metadata for concepts such as “variable”
that are shared between models, and creating software tools that are able to analyze
and properly align messages between components (Athanasiadis et al., 2011).
Scientists wanting to couple components across disciplinary boundaries or model-
ing frameworks face challenges that extend beyond simply ensuring variable units are
consistent across coupled models. They must also consider (i) semantic heterogeneity
across disciplines due to the variety of terminology used to describe the equations,
variables, parameters, and units within models, (ii) diversity of concepts used to
define components’ functionality and relationships, which results in overwhelming
complexity for linked model compositions, (iii) syntactic heterogeneity in metadata
structure used to describe a component across modeling frameworks, which hinders a
component’s reusability, and (iv) coupling inconsistency resulting from mismatched
spatial or temporal data exchanges, or from incompatible semantics used by different
models (Argent, 2004; Voinov and Shugart, 2012; Peckham et al., 2012; Rizzoli et al.,
2008; Elag et al., 2011; Janssen et al., 2011; Argent et al., 2006). These issues collec-
tively result in a lack of shared understanding and poor communication within and
between users of the component-based modeling framework. They are an important
reason for why scientists have argued that working in communities to develop models
may result in more focus on the process of creating a model rather than the final
product of the model itself (Voinov and Shugart, 2012). Given these challenges, it is
clear that if component-based modeling is to be broadly adopted by the community,
these issues must be overcome.
We believe that an important step in overcoming these challenges is for the com-
munity to agree on an ontology that specifies and organizes the concepts and termi-
nologies related to model components used in water-related disciplines. An ontology
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is an explicit conceptualization of human knowledge that focuses on shared under-
standing by defining vocabularies that represent and communicate knowledge about a
specific domain (Gruber, 1993). Establishing a shared understanding of concepts aids
in eliminating conceptual and terminological confusion (Beran and Piasecki, 2009;
Uschold and Gruninger, 1996). Furthermore, an ontology is the backbone of the Se-
mantic Web, which was introduced by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) as a
method and technologies for information integration, processing, and querying on the
Web (Berners-Lee and Fischetti, 2001; Fensel et al., 2011). Gruber (1993) specifies
the primary characteristics of an ontology to be (i) a clear structure, (ii) an easily
inferred relationship between concepts, (iii) the flexibility to merge with other ontolo-
gies, (iv) the extensibility to accommodate any required future modifications, and (v)
the ability to overcome semantic mismatches between the information provider and
the user. This paper outlines our effort to build an ontology that satisfies these five
characteristics for use in component-based modeling of water resource systems.
Our work relates to recent work in other related scientific disciplines to use on-
tologies to describe their domains. For example, Zhong et al. (2009) introduced an
ontology in the geology domain to organize the concepts of fractures in order to facili-
tate communication among the highly diverse professional and academic communities
related to the domain. In the agricultural domain, the System for Environmental and
Agricultural Modeling; Linking European Science and Society (SEAMLESS) project
developed a modeling framework to integrate approaches from economic, environ-
mental, and social sciences. In this project different ontologies have been created to
ensure the semantic and conceptual integration of models and future scenarios. For
example, Rizzoli et al. (2008) created an ontology to enrich the semantics of model
exchange items including parameters, I/O variables, and state, and Janssen et al.
(2011) developed ontologies to ensure the semantic and conceptual integration be-
tween coupled models from different domains to assess agricultural land use changes.
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Finally, Janssen et al. (2009) created the assessment project ontology to unify the
concepts used among stakeholders, scientists, and modelers in implemented scenarios
across models, policy problems, and scales. These ontologies were created for specific
use cases, and none of the ontologies address the objective of this work: to define a
component model used within the water resources domain.
The major contribution of this research is, therefore, an ontology that provides a
unified and structured view of water resources model components. We acknowledge
that creating a complete and robust ontology for water resource model components
is beyond the scope of a single paper because doing so is an iterative process that
requires input and refinement from a larger community (Janssen et al., 2009). Given
this, our goal is for the ontology to serve as the starting point for a community agreed
upon ontology for water resource model components. If such an ontology can be es-
tablished, it will enhance component-based modeling activities both within the water
resources community and across disciplinary boundaries by establishing an agreed
upon understanding of the knowledge underlying model components. This process
cannot proceed without a beginning ontology that establishes the core knowledge
framework where experts from different domains can contribute their our conceptual-
izations and metadata needs. Our work is meant to provide this beginning ontology
that builds on related efforts to create ontologies within the Earth Science community,
but will likely evolve as more developers and users engage in the design process.
The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
the methodology used to create the ontology along with background theory on on-
tologies to orient the reader. Section 3 presents the proposed ontology, which we have
named the Water Resources Component (WRC) ontology, and provides examples of
how the proposed ontology can be applied to support modeling activities. Finally,




In designing the water resources component ontology, we used the widely accepted
skeletal methodology described by Uschold and Gruninger (1996), which has been suc-
cessfully applied for building many ontologies (e.g. Kim, 2005; Brilhante and Robert-
son, 2001; Patil et al., 2005; Biletskiy et al., 2004; Bermudez and Piasecki, 2006).
The approach (summarized in Figure 5.1) begins by first defining the purpose of the
ontology and its design requirements. Second, building the ontology is accomplished
in three phases: (i) concept capture, (ii) coding, and (iii) integration with comple-
mentary ontologies. These steps are necessary to define the concepts used within
the community, determine the method of presenting these concepts, and benefit from
prior efforts in building related ontologies, respectively. Third, the ontology is evalu-
ated before sharing with the community to ensure consistency of concepts and their
relationships. Fourth, documentation of all important assumptions and key concepts
is included within the ontology in the form of natural language. The fifth and final
step is to describe the guidelines used in building the ontology. The following sections
elaborate on these steps, especially on the ontology building phases because these are
arguably the most complex and challenging steps in creating an ontology.
4.3.1 Purpose and Design Requirements
Defining the ontology purpose, use, and its target audience provides a clear focus in
the subsequent building stages (Scholten et al., 2007; Uschold and Gruninger, 1996;
Beran and Piasecki, 2009; Athanasiadis et al., 2011). The purpose of the Water Re-
sources Component (WRC) ontology is to promote the interoperability of components
across water-related disciplinary boundaries and modeling frameworks. We aim to
provide modelers using a component-based modeling approach with a tool that helps
them in selecting the correct components to be coupled and aids in minimizing cou-
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Figure 4.1: Methodology used for development of the Water Resources Component
(WRC) ontology, adopted from Uschold and Gruninger (1996)
pling conceptual error. Lastly, we intend for the ontology to be a tool adopted by
researchers, educators, and practitioners in water-related disciplines.
4.3.2 Building the Ontology
4.3.2.1 Concept Capture
Uschold and Gruninger (1996) describe the concept capture phase as identifying and
defining the basic ideas, relationships, and terms corresponding to a domain. In the
WRC ontology, concepts and terminologies were identified from the analysis of domain
metadata initiatives and other ontologies developed in related domains. Specifically,
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two component-based modeling frameworks, one knowledge management system for
water quality modeling, and one web-based hydrodynamic simulation system were
analyzed to capture the coupling process concepts. In selecting these examples, the
aim was to capture key initiatives in the Earth Science community that directly relate
to the purpose and design requirements identified in the prior step of the methodology.
Below we summarize each example.
The Earth System Curator (ESC) is a project to develop metadata describing the
digital resources used in climate simulations (Dunlap et al., 2008). The aim of the
work is to develop a metadata schema that describes numerical climate simulation
software as well as their output datasets. Dunlap et al. (2008) defined three tasks of
the metadata to describe numerical climate models. First, the metadata has to relate
the software and its associated output datasets. Second, it should provide sufficient
detail about the degree of technical compatibility between two simulation models.
Third, it should describe the climate modeling software interface where the models
can be coupled. ESC recognizes six metadata keys to define these three features.
These keys are represented as packages using the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
to group data elements organized in a hierarchical structure. There are four packages
used to describe a model: (i) the configuration package that contains data describing
the model arrangement for a simulation, which is required for reproducing simulation
runs, (ii) the modeling package for describing the technical, numerical, and scientific
model details, (iii) the grid package for defining the spatial metadata used by a model,
and (iv) the coupling package for defining technical aspect of model coupling (Table
4.1). The concepts used in the modeling package are heavily based on the Numerical
Model Metadata (NMM) schemata and Earth System Modeling Framework (ESMF)
metadata. The fifth package describes output datasets, and the sixth package is used
for describing general metadata about any resource.
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Table 4.1: Basic concepts and properties used to describe models in Earth System
Curator (ESC) (Dunlap et al., 2008)
Concept Properties
Author Name, organization name, position, telephone, address.
Institution/Agency Address, telephone, e-mail, fax, hours of service.
Project Purpose, resource provider, owner, principle investigator.
References Title, ISBN, edition, publisher, author.
Technical Platform, programming language, supported compilers.
Scientific Parameters (name, values used in simulations), model initial conditions.
Numerical Spatial and temporal discretization of the component, numerical
method information.
Interface Model I/O file (format and name), Model I/O dataset.
Coupling Exchange data (quantity type, physical units, min/max Value, data
relation with the model, field dependency).
Grid Projection, vertical/horizontial coordination system, geometry, dis-
cretization, etc.
The Community Surface Dynamics Modeling System (CSDMS) is a community-
based modeling environment established on open source software modules that focus
on simulating a wide varity of Earth-surface processes that interact over various
time and space resolutions (Syvitski et al., 2004). CSDMS has three principal com-
ponents: Standard Utilities, Modules, and a Toolkit (Syvitski et al., 2004). Stan-
dard Utilities handle data structure, graphics rendering, module connectors, and
a web interface (Anderson et al., 2004). We used two sources for capturing con-
cepts from the CSDMS. First, we used a questionnaire that the CSDMS team asks
model developers to complete when submitting their model to CSDMS. The infor-
mation collected from the questionnaire is used primarily to build help documents
along with a reference key related to the model that are made available through
the CSDMS web site. Second, we used the recently developed Model Metadata File
(MMF) that CSDMS requires when models have been componentized to follow their
Initialize, Run, Finalize (IRF) standard. Table 4.2 depicts the fields in the ques-
tionnaire and MMF that are used to describe a model. Within the MMF file, CS-
DMS uses a scheme for standarizing names that follows an object + quantity pattern
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Table 4.2: Basic concepts and properties used to describe models in the Community
Surface Dynamics Modeling System (CSDMS) (Peckham et al., 2012)
Concept Properties
Modeler First/last name, type of contact, institute/organization, ad-
dress, email address, phone, fax.
Summery Name, synonym, type, future plan.
Identity Domain, description.
Documentation Key papers, manual, module forum, comments.
Technical Platform, programming language, memory requirement,typical
runtime, license type, optimal processor, module availability
type, source code location.
Softwares Pre/postprocessing, visualization.
Data File Type(I/O or calibration), file description, file physical location.
I/O parameter Parameter description, parameter format.
Process Description, equation, parameter, time/space constrains, limi-
tations.
Coupling Interface type, architecture type, framework availability.




(http://csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/CSDMS_Standard_Names). This work to stan-
dardize names was not used in the knowledge capture because standardizing names
can be viewed as a related but parallel effort to establishing a knowledge framework
(Villa et al., 2009).
Chau (2007) introduced an ontology-based knowledge management system for
water flow and quality models. It adapts a three level architecture for intelligent
decision support, namely the object, application, and description levels. The object
level stores knowledge sources and information about models. Users interact with
the object level through the application level, which is commonly a Graphical User
Interface (GUI). The description level identifies two ontologies: (i) the information
ontology, which includes generic concepts and attributes of knowledge sources and in-
formation stored in the object level, and (ii) the domain ontology, which includes key
concepts and attributes of water quality models and the output flow. Chau (2007)
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defined features and conditions to describe water quality models in the domain on-
tology: (i) features describing the numerical model (e.g. numerical method, scheme,
time stepping algorithm, initial conditions and boundary conditions, etc.), (ii) con-
ditions for the model parameters (e.g. discretization method, dimension of influence,
and the spatial and temporal conditions of the model parameter). Each feature and
condition has one or more possible values, and these values are indexed with a unique
identifier. Therefore, a numerical model can be described by a combination of one or
more indices.
Islam and Piasecki (2008) introduced an ontology for the data associated with
running a hydrodynamic Web Based Simulation (WBS) system. The WBS system
depends on communication between the user and the central simulation server via
a web browser. Its environment consists of a (i) simulation domain ontology, (ii)
code and coding language, (iii) Graphical User Interface (GUI), and (iv) data storage
system (Islam and Piasecki, 2008). The simulation ontology focuses on describing
the model, as well as the geospatial and hydrodynamic data of the modeling environ-
ment. The ontology has three basic concepts: MetadataModel, MetadataModelData,
and MetadataGeospatialData. First, the MetadataModel stores information about
the model itself (e.g. name, description, start time, end time, etc.). Second, the
MetadataModelData includes information about the variables used by the model, in-
cluding metadata related to the grid, the organization of I/O data, and the flow of
the data stream. Third, the MetadataGeospatialData contains the grid, vectors, and
rasters. The Grid concept describes the numerical grid contents (nodes and elements)
and the relationships of the grid contents with the model data.
From these examples, we extracted a collection of unstructured knowledge infor-
mation that needed to be organized in an intensional semantic structure, meaning
that the information is structured independent of any specific interpretation or situa-
tion. There are three approaches for accomplishing this knowledge organization and
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restructuring task: top-down, middle-out, or bottom-up (Uschold and Gruninger,
1996). Top-down starts with the highest concept and moves down for details while,
logically, bottom-up begins with details and tries to generalize them. The middle-out
approach conserves a balance in terms of the level of details and has the advantage
over the other approaches that it allows higher level classes to arise naturally (Uschold
and Gruninger, 1996; Fernández-López et al., 1997). This middle-out approach starts
with the important concepts and then gradually abstracts the higher level concepts;
therefore details arise depending on their necessity. For this reason, and based on
the recommendation from prior studies (Uschold and Gruninger, 1996; Beran and
Piasecki, 2009; Scholten et al., 2007), we elected to use the middle-out approach in
this study.
4.3.2.2 Coding the Ontology
The process of coding the ontology is where the domain meta-ontology (i.e. informa-
tion about ontology components) gathered in the concept capture phase is represented
in a formal specification using an ontology coding language (Uschold and Gruninger,
1996). The advantage of using a formal language is to establish the information about
the concepts and their relationships in the form of axioms. Many ontology coding
languages are based on the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) including the On-
tology eXchange Language (XOL) and Ontology Markup Language (OML). XML is
a flexible, self-describing markup language format designed for data exchange over
the World Wide Web (WWW) (Bray et al., 1997). It provides a hierarchical struc-
ture for encoding data and its relationships, however the approach can suffer from
syntactic heterogeneity because data can be organized in many different ways. To ad-
dress this shortcoming, ontologies based on Resource Description Framework (RDF)
have become popular, for example the Ontology Interface Language (OIL) and Web
Ontology Language (OWL). RDF is often described as a simple yet powerful data
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model and language for describing Web resources where a “resource” is defined as an
object that is uniquely identified by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) (Antoniou
and Harmelen, 2009; Fensel et al., 2011; Uschold and Gruninger, 1996). RDF is used
to represent data as statements about resources where a graph is used to connect re-
source nodes to their property values with arcs labeled with properties (Abadi et al.,
2007). However, RDF by itself does not provide a mechanism for defining internal
relationships between properties and concepts (Garrido and Requena, 2011). OWL
provides a means for extending RDF with larger vocabularies and stronger syntax for
describing properties and concepts in a human and machine-understandable format
(Antoniou and Harmelen, 2009; Hitzler et al., 2009). Thus, OWL enables a machine
to infer relationships between concepts and make decisions like an expert user.
OWL has been accepted and recommended as an ontology language by the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C). It is XML-based and applies RDF syntax (Anto-
niou and Harmelen, 2009). We elected to use OWL as the formal ontology coding
language for these reasons and because it is currently the most prominent ontology
language for the semantic web, and it is compatible with most querying languages
(Antoniou and Harmelen, 2009; Hitzler et al., 2009; Garrido and Requena, 2011).
OWL provides sophisticated modeling constraints such as explicit cardinalities, uni-
versally and existentially quantified property constraints, and class definitions based
on the union, intersection, or complement of other classes. These constraints provide
a semantically-rich conceptual model with advanced inferencing capabilities (Dunlap
et al., 2008).
There are three versions of OWL, each with increasing complexity: OWL-Lite,
OWL-Description Logic (OWL-DL), and OWL Full (McGuinness et al., 2004). OWL
Full uses the same semantics and syntactics as RDF, however users cannot verify
how the machine understands the coded relationships between concepts (Antoniou
and Harmelen, 2009). OWL-DL is sublanguage of OWL Full and is compatible with
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the Description Logic, which allows the ontology to be changed into a mathematical
relationship (e.g. “concept A is a subconcept of B” is interpreted as A ⊂ B). This
allows a reasoner to interpret the implicitly coded relationships between concepts into
explicit relationships based on the machine understanding, which helps the user to
revise the ontology relationships. OWL-Lite is a subset of OWL-DL that excludes
some language constructors used in OWL-DL. We chose to use OWL-DL because
it provides the needed expressiveness for concepts and relationships, and its consis-
tency can be checked using efficient reasoning in a short time compared to OWL full
(Antoniou and Harmelen, 2009; McGuinness et al., 2004).
Some of the available tools for creating OWL documents are OntoEdit, OilEd,
and Protégé. The latter is developed in Java and is an open source, user friendly, and
extensible software system. Protégé also enables an ontology structure to be defined
by automatically generating forms that facilitate knowledge acquisition. While the
other tools considered for this work, OntoEdit and OilEd, offer powerful ontological
formats, we concluded that they lack the comprehensiveness and user-friendly features
of Protégé. Therefore we elected to use the Protégé (version 4.2 alpha) which supports
OWL (version 1) for our work.
An OWL ontology consists of namespaces, classes, properties, and individuals.
Namespaces are the first component declared in the ontology document and are used
to identify the resources of the standard used to define the ontology and its elements.
All namespaces used by the ontology are declared at the beginning of the ontology
document. Ontology elements are prefixed with a tag referring to a namespace to
declare that the element resides in this namespace. Classes define the concept that
groups individuals (instances) that have common properties. Classes can be organized
in a specific hierarchy using the “Is-A” relationship. For example, the Independent
Variable class “Is-A” sub-class of the Variable class. In this relationship, the Variable
class is called a superclass. Properties can be one of two types: an object property,
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which describes the relationship between classes, or a data property, which defines a
data type and value of an instance. Individuals, as stated before, are instances of a
class. Property restrictions are used to subset a group of individuals from one class
into a new sub-class in which its members participate in a specific relationship.
4.3.2.3 Integration with Existing Ontologies
Ontologies are built to be reused in different applications (Fernández-López et al.,
1997). One common way ontologies are reused is through integration with other
ontologies. Not only does this help in speeding up ontology construction, but it
also allows reuse of definitions and properties already built and tested, providing
consistency and robustness to new ontologies. However, it is necessary to check that
the meta-ontology of the imported ontology corresponds to the design needs and that
the imported ontology provides similar semantics before implementing the concepts
within the new ontology (Fernández-López et al., 1997).
An example of ontology reuse is describing measurement units. Units, of course,
are a fundamental concept in the water resources modeling. They are used to
define variables, parameters, and universal constants, and are therefore necessary
metadata for exchanging quantities between components. The Semantic Web for
Earth and Environmental Terminology (SWEET) is a project developed to create
a knowledge base for improving the shared semantic understanding of Earth Sci-
ence data (Raskin and Pan, 2005). It provides a higher level representation of
keywords used in Earth Sciences through a collection of formal ontologies coded in
OWL. One of the ontologies encoded within SWEET is a units ontology (SWEET,
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/1.1/units.owl) that describes the hierarchical structure of
units as depicted in Figure 5.2. Concepts, structure, and relationships are derived
from the Unidata’s library created by the University Corporation for Atmospheric Re-
search (UCAR) to support manipulation of physical quantity units. The SWEET unit
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ontology satisfies our concepts about units because it includes an extensive database
of units, definitions for prefixed units, and conversion factors between compatible
units (Steward et al., 2009). In addition, it is extendable to reflect units used in
other scientific domains. Therefore the SWEET unit ontology was integrated into
the WRC ontology for describing units.
Figure 4.2: The hierarchical structure of the Semantic Web for Earth and Envi-
ronmental Terminology (SWEET) Unit ontology, which integrates with the Water
Resources Component (WRC) ontology to describe symbols units.
4.3.3 Evaluation, Documentation, and Guidelines
Evaluation of the ontology includes both validation and verification (Gómez-Pérez
et al., 1995). Validation guarantees that the ontology definitions correspond to the
system that they are representing. The validation also provides information about
whether the ontology definitions are sufficient and necessary (Gómez-Pérez et al.,
1995). Verification ensures that the structure of the ontology is built correctly. It in-
cludes individual definitions and axioms, imported definitions from other ontologies,
and the inferred axioms from the collection of definition and explicitly mentioned
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axioms. We used Pellet as a reasoner for ontology evaluation because it is the most
common reasoning engine used with Protégé OWL and because it is compatible with
the DL system. Sirin et al. (2007) and Konstantinou et al. (2008) summarized the
advantages of using the Pellet reasoner including its ability to (i) check the stan-
dard reasoning services such as cardinality restrictions, complex subproperty axioms,
and user-defined datatypes, (ii) ensure consistency of an ontology axioms, (iii) com-
pute for each named class the expected sub-class relationship to create the complete
class hierarchy, (iv) infer the most specific classes that an individual belongs to, and
(v) determine the possibility of a class to accept instances. Documentation of the
meta-ontology facilitates the ontology handling among community members and it
guides users in the updating process. Finally, documentation of the WRC ontology
is straight forward and uses natural languages through the facilities provided by Pro-
tégé. Attached with each class in the WRC is a comment defining the underlying
concepts, assumptions, and relationships, along with a reference to the concept source
if the source is available.
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 WRC Ontology
An overview of the WRC ontology developed using the methodology de-
scribed in the previous section is presented in Figure 4.3 and is available at
http://grg.engr.sc.edu/wrc/0.1/WRC.owl. The analysis accomplished in the con-
cept capture phase results in identifying eighteen superclasses to describe a model
component. The superclasses used to describe a component are grouped into four
ontological layers: resources, scientific, coupling, and technical. In this section we
describe these four layers of the WRC ontology including their class hierarchy, rela-
tionships, axioms, and restrictions. We organized the concepts into these four layers
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because we wanted to center the ontology around the component concept. Other
layer groupings, for example one that focused on model engines and model instances,
could also be used to describe the ontology, and using a different layer grouping would
not result in any major changes to the ontology concepts themselves.
Figure 4.3: An overview of the Water Resources Component (WRC) ontology, de-
scribing the basic four layers and the superclasses of each layer.
4.4.1.1 Resources Layer
The Resources layer has five superclasses that are collectively used to describe the
component’s digital resources (Figure 5.3). The Development Level class defines the
component’s development stage based on a four level development scheme proposed by
Argent (2004). These development levels range from Level I, signifying a model that
is developed for research purposes, to Level IV, signifying a model used in planning
and policy analysis. The Organization class identifies the agency or institute where
the component is developed. Currently it consists of two sub-classes, University and
Company, but can easily be expanded to include other subclasses. The Organization
class is related to the Developer class that stores information about the component’s
development team. Although not shown in Figure 5.3 due to space restrictions,
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both the Organization and the Developer classes include properties adopted from the
Observation Data Model (ODM) (Horsburgh et al., 2008).
The Data class is divided into two sub-classes: Data File and Data Value. The
Data File has four sub-classes: Geospatial, Tabular, TimeSeries, and Extensible
Markup Language data. The Data Value class stores the numerical or categorial
values used by the component. The relationship between the Component and Data
classes can be one of three types: input, output, or associated data. Examples of
associated data include model parameters or source code files. Identifying these ex-
isting data resources, and describing the exact format of the data document, could
also enable components to utilize remote data sources in an automated manner. The
Project class is used to define information about projects in which components are
coupled to form a workflow. When a component is a part of a modeling workflow, it
is also necessary to know where and how it is used, within that project including any
specific project requirements.
In addition to the class definitions themselves, another important feature of the
WRC ontology expressed in Figure 5.3 are the relationships between classes. For
example, the many-to-many relationship between individuals of the Component class
and those of the Developer class means that every component must have one or
more developers, and that each developer must develop at least one component.
Also, because the component’s development level classification will change during
the component’s life cycle, we use Sufficient and Necessary conditions to classify
components based on their development level. Sufficient and Necessary conditions
mean that, if an individual is a member of a class, then it must satisfy specific
conditions, and likewise if any individual satisfies these conditions, then it must be
a class member (Motik et al., 2009). A data property is assigned to each individual
of the component class to define its current development status. Each sub-class of
the Development Level class uses a Sufficient and Necessary condition to capture
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Figure 4.4: Resource layer of the Water Resources Component (WRC) ontology,
including classes and relationships.
components with corresponding development status. For example, the condition for
class Level-I states that each component that has a development status value equal
to Level-I is considered a member of Development Level-I class. The Pellet reasoner
will capture the new classification of components after any updates are made in the
component properties.
4.4.1.2 Coupling Layer
The Coupling Layer is designed to answer three questions about component coupling:
What are the coupling standards used by the component? In which frameworks can
the components be coupled? What is the computational resolution of the compo-
nent? The Coupling Layer uses four classes to address these questions: (i) Modeling
Framework, (ii) Standards Interface, (iii) Architecture and (iv) Computational Reso-
lution (Figure 5.4). The role of a Modeling Framework is to provide an environment
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for components to be coupled. In component-based modeling, a Modeling Framework
couples components that adopt a specific Standards Interface and Architecture. A
component can be used within a Modeling Framework if the Standards Interface and
Architecture used are consistent with those supported by the Modeling Framework.
A Modeling Framework is classified into two sub-classes based on the allowed level of
interaction between components: (i) Concurrent is where the framework allows com-
ponents to communicate during the time horizon of the simulation and (ii) Sequential
is where the framework allows components to communicate after the conclusion of
the simulation time horizon.
The Computational Resolution class covers both the temporal and spatial resolu-
tion of the component model. The Temporal Resolution class introduces the order of
permissible operating time steps of the component to keep it numerical stability. The
Spatial Resolution class is based on the CSDMS definition of model space resolution
and includes two sub-classes: (1) the Spatial Extent defines the smallest/largest grid
size that the component can operate on while maintaining its numerical stability and
(2) the Spatial Dimension specifies the model’s ability to be solved in different dimen-
sions (e.g. 1D, 2D). We expanded this to also include the Chau (2007) definition of
the plane of dimension for the computational models (e.g. 2D vertical). We use these
definitions as individuals in the Spatial Dimension class. The computation resolution
(temporal and spatial) min/max values are defined using a data type property in the
OWL document attached to each individual component.
4.4.1.3 Scientific Layer
The objective of the Scientific Layer is to describe the component’s equations, I/O
variables, parameters, purpose, and mathematical classification. The Equation class
stores all the equations used by the component using the Math Markup Language
version 3.0 (MathML, http://www.w3.org/TR/MathML3/) as a means for describ-
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Figure 4.5: Coupling layer of the Water Resources Component (WRC) ontology,
including classes and relationships.
ing mathematical notation and capturing both its structure and content (Carlisle
et al., 2009). The information required to apply the equation is represented in the
Assumption, Initial Condition, Boundary Condition, Equation Type, and Numerical
Simulation classes, which are sub-classes of the Equation (Figure 5.6). The first
three sub-classes define, as their names imply, the assumptions, initial conditions,
and boundary conditions applied to the equation for use in the model. Individuals of
these sub-classes are stored as mathematical equations expressed in MathML that a
machine can interpret and understand.
As an example of how model assumptions can be expressed as mathematical re-
lationships within the ontology, consider the case of a model that assumes nonaccel-
erating flow. This assumption can be expressed mathematically as δv/δt = 0 and is
linked to the component model through the hasAssumptions relationship established
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by the WRC ontology. Using this relationship, a model coupling framework could be
designed to ensure that model assumptions are not violated within the framework.
In the case of this example, the modeling framework would check that flow velocity
within the model component does not change over the simulation time period. By
expressing model assumptions within the ontology, model developers are able to focus
on the model code itself rather than implementing assumptions and error checking
routines that can be handled by a modeling framework and shared across modeling
components.
The Equation Type is divided into three sub-classes covering all equation types,
Algebraic, Differential, and Integral. The Differential class has sub-classes describing
the types and orders of differential equations (Ordinary or Partial). The Numerical
Simulation class contains (i) the Numerical Technique describing the method used
to discretize the differential equation in space (e.g. backward, forward, etc.) and
(ii) the Time Difference Scheme defining how the differential numerical equation is
discretized with respect to time (e.g. explicit, implicit, semi-implicit).
The symbols used by the equations and components are grouped into the Symbol
class, which classifies symbols into Variable, Parameter, or Constant classes. Each
symbol must have a unique and unambiguous name and we anticipate that experts of
each subdiscipline will use well known sources for standard names to define a symbol.
For example, the Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Sci-
ence, Inc. (CUAHSI, http://www.cuahsi.org) and its Hydrologic Information System
(HIS, http://www.his.cuahsi.org) have developed an ontology to support the discov-
ery of time-series hydrologic observations including physical, chemical, and biological
measurements (Beran and Piasecki, 2009) that could be used within the WRC on-
tology. The standard names in development within the CSDMS community could
be used to describe I/O variables and assumptions related to a component model.
Finally, the standard names defined by the NetCDF Climate and Forecast (CF) Meta-
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Figure 4.6: Scientific layer of the Water Resources Component (WRC) ontology,
including classes and relationships.
data Convention and the U.S. Geological Survey Glossary of Hydrologic Terms are
other sources for developing standard names. However, if standard names across
multiple communities are used, then work must be done to remove redundancy by
defining equivalent terms.
Because symbols can be shared among many components using different equations,
we use the 3-ary relationship to establish a definite relationship between component,
symbol, and equation (Figure 5.5a). The 3-ary relationship links three individuals
to describe a specific context where none of the individuals can be considered as
the primary subject (Koivunen, 2001). In the 3-ary relation shown in the figure,
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both the equation and variable are linked and point to the same component. One
of the advantages of this approach is that it minimizes the semantic heterogeneity
between components by providing a more complete description of variables (Figure
5.5b). For example, in the figure the two equations, Darcy’s equation and a advective
contaminant transport equation, have a common variable that would allow for cou-
pling the two models. However, the variable has a different symbol within the two
model components so it may not be obvious to the framework that the two models
can be coupled. If both symbols are related to the same variable concept, it allows
the framework to understand that the two components can be coupled.
The design purpose of the component model is represented by the Water Re-
sources Domain, which contains classes describing the water resources sub-systems
such as the Hydrology and Ground Water classes (Figure 5.6). Each sub-system
class has sub-classes representing the basic processes of the system. For example,
the Evapotranspiration class “Is-A” Hydrology class which is “Is-A” Water Resources
Domain class. A complete hierarchical structure of the classes representing the wa-
ter resources sub-systems is not defined in this ontology because it would need to
be provided through a collaborative effort that included experts across a variety of
water resources domains. Finally, the Mathematical Classification class is used to de-
fine how the variables are treated in space and time, and if they are deterministic or
stochastic as described by Chow et al. (1988) (Figure 5.6). Therefore the Mathemat-
ical Classification class is divided into two sub-classes: Deterministic and Stochastic
(Figure 5.6).
4.4.1.4 Technical Layer
The Technical Layer answers questions about the required computer architecture that
enables a user to (i) run a component simulation, (ii) edit or update the component
code, (iii) determine the computational resources required by the component, and
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Figure 4.7: (a) Excerpt from the WRC ontology illustrating the 3-ary relationship
between a component, equation, and variable. (b) Description of the Porewater
Velocity variable, which is passed between the two coupled model components, using
the WRC ontology.
(iv) optimize the simulation time given available computational resources. This layer
is based on the metadata used by the CSDMS to describe the technical requirements
of a model and includes four classes (Figure 5.7). The Operating System class defines
the different operating systems that are compatible with the component. The Pro-
gramming Language class determines the language used in writing the component.
This helps the user to know how to edit or update the component code. The Memory
Required class is used to describe the required memory capacity for supporting a sin-
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Figure 4.8: Technical layer of the Water Resources Component (WRC) ontology,
including classes and relationships.
gle component simulation. Finally, the Number Of Processors class includes elements
representing the number of processors that the component is able to leverage.
4.4.2 Example Applications
Three simple example applications are presented to illustrate the capabilities of the
WRC ontology for aiding in component-based water resources modeling. The ex-
amples assume a hypothetical case where a user wants to estimate stream discharge
through the outlet of a given study watershed. We further assume that the user has
access to hourly temperature and rainfall observations for the study region, as well
as typical watershed geospatial data (e.g., DEM, soil properties, and land cover).
Lastly, we assume that the user wishes to only model evapotranspiration and runoff
processes for the purposes of the study. Given these assumptions, the following ex-
ample applications demonstrate how the ontology can be used to guide the user in (i)
identifying appropriate model components, (ii) correctly linking model components
into a workflow, and (iii) utilizing model components from a discipline other than the
modeler’s primary discipline.
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4.4.2.1 Model Component Selection
Searching for an appropriate model can be a difficult task, especially when using
a component-based modeling framework that may contain models which are not in
the core area of expertise of the model user. The WRC ontology can assist in guid-
ing users to the appropriate model component by relating needs expressed by the
user with concepts expressed in the ontology. In the hypothetical scenario explained
earlier, the user wishes to identify two model components: one that computes evapo-
transpiration and a second that computes runoff. In relation to the ontology, we can
say that the evapotranspiration component must meet the following criteria: (i) the
hasPurpose property points to the Evapotranspiration class, (ii) the hasInputVariable
property links the component to the temperature variable only, and (iii) the hasOut-
putVariable property points to variables that have isUsedAsInput property with runoff
components.
Figure 4.9 shows the coded information and relationships for three components
that meet the first criterion (hasPurpose=Evapotranspiration): Penman-Monteith,
Priestley-Taylor, and Hargreaves-Sarnani. While all three of these components can
be used to calculate evapotranspiration, they use different inputs as shown in Figure
4.9. Taking the second criterion into account (hasInputVariable = temperature), the
WRC ontology is used to further filter the list of possible components to just one
component: Hargreaves-Sarnani. Finally, the third criterion is used to check against
the ontology that the Hargreaves-Sarnani can be coupled with a runoff model, based
on the compatibility of the data exchanges between the two components (i.e. that the
input of each runoff component is the output of the evapotranspiration component)
and their coupling attributes (i.e. components use the same standard interface).
The second component required by the user, the runoff component, has to sat-
isfy three criteria: (i) the hasInputVariable property points to two variables only,
evapotranspiration and precipitation rates, (ii) this evapotranspiration rate is the ha-
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sOutputVariable of one of the previously named evapotranspiration components, and
(iii) the hasInputData property is linked to the typical watershed data (DEM, soil
properties, and land use). In this example, the two components used to calculate
runoff are are (i) a component that leverages the Green-Ampt Model for infiltration
and (ii) a component that implements TOPMODEL (Beven and Beven, 2001). The
WRC ontology filters the runoff component list and selects the Green-Ampt compo-
nent because it meets the two criterion and uses Potential Evapotranspiration (PET)
rate as the input variable, which can be supplied by the Hargreaves-Sarnani compo-
nent. The TOPMODEL component, on the other hand, only accepts standardized
reference Evapotranspiration (ETsz) as input (Figure 4.9).
Filtering of components based on a set of criteria like this can be easily auto-
mated by designing a software application that translates the user requirements into
ontology querying statements, such as the questionnaire provided by Chau (2007)
for guiding users to a recommended water quality model. Also, this example can be
extended to highlight the advantages of the WRC ontology in overcoming search chal-
lenges such as inconsistent semantics used by different modeling communities. For
example, suppose users from two different disciplines use different terms – “stream
outflow” and “stream discharge” – to search for a component that computes the same
variable. In the WRC ontology, semantic mediation can occur by having components
that calculate either “stream discharge” or “stream outflow” grouped together be-
cause they both represent the same concept within the ontology. Therefore the prob-
lem of differences in semantics between disciplines that may limit more basic text
matching mechanisms for search can be overcoming using the ontology (Grossman
and Frieder, 2004). Ideally, the definition of variables in WRC ontology will leverage
and extend when necessary other initiatives for defining hydrologic variables includ-
ing work under the Consortium of Universities for the Advancement in Hydrologic
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Science, Inc. (CUAHSI) Hydrologic Information System (HIS) project (e.g. Piasecki
and Bermudez, 2003; Beran and Piasecki, 2009; Horsburgh et al., 2009).
Figure 4.9: Excerpt from the WRC ontology illustrating the stored information about
three evapotranspiration interchangeable components. This information can help
users in the process of selecting the appropriate component to represent the evapo-
transpiration process for a given study.
4.4.2.2 Component Coupling Consistency
One of the challenging aspects of component-based modeling is that, while coupling
two components may be technically feasible, it may not be conceptually correct. Ex-
amples of such situations are presented by Voinov and Shugart (2012) and include
the potential of temporal mismatched scales between coupled components. The ax-
ioms in the WRC ontology can be used to automate the compatibility check between
components proposed by the user to be coupled. This facilitates the coupling process,
minimizes conceptual errors, and encourages proper use of both models and data.
To extend our scenario, suppose that the user wishes to couple the Hargreaves-
Sarnani component with the TopModel component due to the topographic features
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of the watershed. As we discussed in the prior scenario, this coupling would not be
correct because of inconsistencies in the data exchanges between the two components,
namely that the Hargreaves-Sarnani component supplies PET and the TopModel
component accepts ETsz. This is a subtle difference that may not be obvious to
a nonexpert. The WRC ontology can be used to avoid such errors by checking
the consistency of technical, coupling, and scientific features of these components
inform the user about inconsistencies, and even suggest approaches for overcoming
inconsistencies.
To do this in a general sense, the software would perform two checks. The first
check would be at a broad level to test the technical and coupling feasibility of the
two components based on the information stored in the ontological layers. In the case
of incompatibility, the check would raise an error and the ontology would be used to
provide the user with the reason for the coupling error. The second check would be at
a fine level to test the scientific properties of the linked components in order to verify
that both components are compatible in terms of the space and time context, as well
as the exchange of variables. In the case of inconsistency, a recommendation could
be offered to the user such as changing the time step of one component or providing
the required unit conversion factor between the two variables.
In the example scenario where the Hargreaves-Sarnani cannot be coupled with
the TopModel, either the Hargreaves-Sarnani component must be modified so that
it outputs ETsz or the TopModel component must be modified so that it inputs
PET. A third option for overcoming the inconsistency would be to create a translator
between the two components that simply multiplies the ETsz by a crop coefficient
(Kc) to estimate the PET, thereby adapting the output of the Hargreaves-Sarnani
component to make it consistent with the required input of the TopModel component.
The relationship between ETsz and (Kc) to estimate the PET can be expressed in
the WRC ontology itself as depicted in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Ontological representation of the relationship between two variables,
the Potential Evapotranspiration (PET) rate and the standardized reference Evapo-
transpiration (ETsz), in the Water Resources Component (WRC) ontology, and the
conversion factor between them.
4.4.2.3 Multidisciplinary Modeling
One of the objectives of the WRC ontology is to enhance the component metadata
interoperability between modeling frameworks. As an example of this, the WRC
ontology could be used to overcome semantic and syntactic heterogeneity between
metadata schemas used by different frameworks. Metadata interoperability aids the
user in correctly applying a component from a modeling framework used by a differ-
ent scientific community because the metadata of the component for the unfamiliar
framework can be mapped to the ontology used by the familiar modeling framework.
To illustrate this concept, we focused on two modeling frameworks in the follow-
ing example. The first, HydroModeler, is a plug-in application of the CUAHSI-HIS
that extends the core HydroDesktop application to support model integration using
the component-based approach (Castronova and Goodall, 2010). It uses the Open
Modeling Interface (OpenMI) standard and OpenMI Association Technical Commit-
tee (OATC) Software Development Kit (SDK) to provide a “plug-and-play” modeling
framework within HydroDesktop. The second, Community Surface Dynamics Model-
ing System (CSDMS), uses the Common Component Architecture (CCA) to provide a
plug-and-play environment for components (Peckham et al., 2012). Both frameworks
use an XML schema that describes the component’s exchange variables metadata
(Peckham et al., 2012; Castronova and Goodall, 2010), but with different syntactic
structure.
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As an extension to our scenario, suppose that the user finds a component model
in the CSDMS framework that calculates runoff based on infiltration model that
uses Richard’s Equation. The user is interested in including this component in a
HydroModeler application, but the user is not familiar with the CSDMS and wishes to
implement the same component in the HydroModeler framework. Using the metadata
available in CSDMS framework, the user is able to populate the WRC ontology for the
component. This allows the user to visualize the model metadata (e.g. equations,
assumptions, initial conditions, etc.) in a way that is consistent with how native
HydroModeler components are visualized. Eventually an ontology could be used
to express complete models as abstract entities away from the technical means for
implementation of the model as a software tool. Scientists would then express models
as an ontology that could be implemented across modeling frameworks using software
to automate the process of translating models expressed as ontologies into software
components for specific modeling frameworks.
4.5 Summary
A well designed and broadly accepted ontology is needed to support current trends
toward multidisciplinary, community-focused modeling of water resource systems.
If such an ontology can be established, it has the potential to elevate component-
based water resources modeling to a level of abstraction where modeling becomes
a knowledge representation processes. It will be possible then to use reasoners to
automate classification, comparison, and search of models and their related elements.
Such functionality is needed to support proper use of models both within and across
disciplinary boundaries.
We have taken steps along this path by creating the WRC ontology presented in
this paper. The ontology attempts to serve as a knowledge-level specification for the
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joint conceptualization used in defining model components across disciplinary bound-
aries and frameworks. In creating the WRC ontology, we have seen that experts view
components from different perspectives. The WRC ontology is an attempt to pro-
vide the environment for representing these perspectives as layers defining component
resources, coupling, scientific, and technical information using a formal ontology lan-
guage (OWL). The ontology defines concepts associated with the component in an
explicit format that is readable for both the user and the system.
In establishing the WRC ontology, our goal was to satisfy the five primary char-
acteristics of a robust ontology defined by Gruber (1993): clarity, coherence, extend-
ability, flexibility to merge, ability to overcome semantic heterogeneity. We described
in this paper our approach for achieving these goals including (i) introducing exam-
ples to illustrate the classes and relationships definitions, (ii) checking the consistency
of concepts and relationships using the pellet reasoner, (iii) increasing the WRC on-
tology extendability by minimizing the ontology commitment and encoding bias as
recommended by Gruber (1993), (iv) merging with existing ontologies (e.g. SWEET
Unit ontology), (v) emphasizing through selected example applications how WRC
ontology can help users in overcoming the semantic heterogeneity between water re-
sources related modeling communities. However, we acknowledge that our work is
only a first step in building a robust model ontology to support component-based
modeling within the water resources communities. It will not be possible to con-
clude that the WRC ontology has satisfied all five of these characteristics (e.g. “clear
structure”) until the ontology has gone through additional testing from a wider set
of users.
While the ontology will no doubt benefit heavily from additional use case testing
and from seeking community input from a wide set of potential users, this input
will not result in a static and perfect ontology. Ontologies are like models in that,
even when an ontology is agreed upon, revisions will be required to compensate
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for unforeseen conditions and new knowledge. As the underlying conceptual model
evolves, new versions of the ontology can be released, and presumably the ontology
will grow to become an increasingly robust means for representing component-based
water resources models. Therefore, while we are certain that this proposed ontology
will be revised in the future, we believe that this revision process must begin with a
beginning ontology, which we have provided here.
Future work should focus on conducting further tests of the ontology including a
broad set of users and through incorporation into multiple component-based modeling
systems. Ways that the ontology can be incorporated into such software systems is
one area of future work and potential paths forward include: (i) developing software
to guide users’ in the model building process by interactive questionnaires, especially
when using components outside of the user’s core domain of expertise, (ii) automating
the consistency check process of coupling components in different modeling frame-
works, and (iii) identifying existing sources of data, understanding their composition,
and automating data processing steps. In general, we see great potential in com-
bining data and model ontologies in order to improve the connection between data
resources and required model input datasets. Also, using ontologies can provide in-
telligence to modeling frameworks by providing a description of information in a way
that enables the framework to search, discover, and couple components. Work in




Toward a Hydrologic process Knowledge-base:
A case study for the Infiltration Process 1
5.1 Abstract
Hydrologic modeling often requires the re-use and integration of models from different
disciplines to simulate complex environmental systems. Component-based modeling
introduces a flexible approach for integrating physical-based processes across disci-
plinary boundaries. Several hydrologic-related modeling communities have adopted
the component-based approach for simulating complex physical systems by integrat-
ing model components across disciplinary boundaries in a workflow. However, it is
not always straightforward to create these interdisciplinary models due to the lack
of sufficient knowledge about a hydrologic process. This shortcoming is a result of
using informal methods for organizing and sharing information about a hydrologic
process. A knowledge-based ontology provides such standards and is considered the
ideal approach for overcoming this challenge. The aims of this paper are to present
the methodology used in analyzing the basic hydrologic domain in order to identify
hydrologic processes, the ontology itself, and how the proposed ontology is integrated
with the Water Resources Component (WRC) ontology. The proposed ontology stan-
dardizes the definitions of a hydrologic process, the relationships between hydrologic
processes, and their associated scientific equations. The objective of the proposed
1Mostafa M. Elag, Jonathan L. Goodall. In Preparation for submission to Environmental Mod-
elling & Software.
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Hydrologic Process (HP) Ontology is to advance the idea of creating a unified knowl-
edge framework for components’ metadata by introducing a domain-level ontology
for hydrologic processes. The HP ontology is a step toward an explicit and robust
domain knowledge framework that can be evolved through the contribution of domain
users. Analysis of the hydrologic domain is accomplished using the Formal Concept
Approach (FCA), in which the infiltration process, an important hydrologic process,
is examined. Two infiltration methods, the Green-Ampt and Philip’s methods, were
used to demonstrate the implementation of information in the HP ontology. Further-
more, a SPARQL service is provided for semantic-based querying of the ontology.
Finally, we demonstrate how the coded knowledge about a process can be leveraged
and used to generate computer code for a hydrologic process.
5.2 Introduction
Multidisciplinary modeling approaches have become more common in simulating hy-
drologic systems to overcome the complexities that exist due to interlinked physical
subsystems interacting over various spatial and temporal scales (Rizzoli and Young,
1997; Wagener et al., 2010; Argent, 2004). A component-based approach is a mod-
eling paradigm that enables integration of systems’ sub-models and maintains their
extendibility, flexibility, and reusability across community boundaries (Argent, 2004).
This paradigm encourages multidisciplinary collaboration among scientific commu-
nities, and requires developing of modeling frameworks that enable models to be
coupled (Syvitski et al., 2011; Goodall et al., 2011; Castronova and Goodall, 2010).
The component-based modeling approach supports the increased sophistication of
models. For example, Elag et al. (2011) used this paradigm for modeling feedback
loops in hydrologic domains, and Peckham et al. (2012) described the paradigm for
modeling of coupled Earth-surface processes. A component-based paradigm supports
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process-based modeling, where a component may execute a single equation or a series
of equations to simulate a physical process. These model components can be coupled
together in a workflow to create a comprehensive model.
Earth Science modeling communities have largely focused on the conceptual and
algorithmic design of components (Leavesley et al., 1996; Argent, 2004; Peckham
et al., 2012; Goodall et al., 2011), as well as using metadata to increase the seman-
tic interoperability of models across modeling framework boundaries (Argent, 2004;
Voinov and Shugart, 2012). In the context of information integration, ontologies spec-
ify and organize the concepts and terminologies used to describe a specific domain
(Gruber, 1993). Establishing a shared understanding of concepts aids in eliminating
conceptual and terminological confusion for both humans and machines (Beran and
Piasecki, 2009; Uschold and Gruninger, 1996).
In a prior work the Water Resources Component (WRC) ontology was created to
promote the interoperability of components across water-related disciplinary bound-
aries and modeling frameworks (Elag and Goodall, In Revision). The WRC ontology
is an upper-level ontology that focuses on unifying the concepts used in describing
water-resources component models’ metadata. It minimizes the semantic heterogene-
ity across water related disciplines as well as syntactic heterogeneity in the metadata
structure used to describe a component across modeling frameworks. While there
are benefits to using the WRC ontology to increase the interoperability among wa-
ter related domains, there are also challenges that must be overcome in order to
encourage the broad adoption of this approach. One of these challenges is the ab-
sence of an agreement on the description of physical processes in the water resources
domain (Argent et al., 2006; Jakeman and Letcher, 2003). Specifically, there is no
formal definition of equations that should be coded in every component. There has
been an increasing level of duplication in process representations among different
modeling frameworks, especially for those parts that include widely-used equations
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(Argent et al., 2006). Furthermore, these problems become more complicated when
researchers use models from various disciplines, or when the user is not familiar with
the scientific basis underlying a given model. As a result, users spend time and
effort answering these questions instead of creating state-of-the-art models and exe-
cuting scientific analysis. Thus, it is essential to standardize the knowledge regarding
hydrologic processes.
To address these challenges, we are proposing a domain-level ontology that explic-
itly describes hydrologic processes and their attributes. The definition of a process
must include its limits, input and output, equations, and the numerical representa-
tion of each equation. In addition, the process definition should present the available
numerical representation of the process within a well-tested comprehensive model
that can be used to create a robust component. This will lead to a shared under-
standing regarding semantically consistent communication within and among users
of component-based modeling when applied to hydrologic systems.
This work seeks to introduce a formal definition of the hydrologic domain pro-
cesses and their interrelationships, corresponding equations and attributes, by creat-
ing domain-level ontology. In addition, the proposed HP ontology is integrated with
an upper-level ontology, WRC ontology, as a step to promote the interoperability of
components across the water-related disciplines. The HP ontology created through
this work will (i) expand on the Water Resource Component ontology that was in-
troduced in a previous study (Elag and Goodall, In Revision), (ii) ensure a common
understanding among domain users about hydrologic modeling processes and their
equations represented within components, (iii) facilitate the process of component
creation by guiding the user to the scientific information and tested codes, and (iv)
support the automation of creating model source code in various modeling frame-
works.
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The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows. Section two dis-
cusses the background theory on hydrologic process based modeling and ontologies.
Section three describes the design concept used for creating this ontology. Section
four gives an overview of the ontology building process and describes some of its fea-
tures. Section five discusses the implementation of the ontology and gives examples
of the processes’ information implementation in the ontology. Section six describes
the role of ontology in enhancing the hydrologic processes’ interoperability and dis-
cusses how to overcome the shortcomings of the existing approach toward managing
the knowledge of hydrologic processes. Finally, section seven summarizes this work
and discuss possible directions for future research.
5.3 Background
This section presents an overview of the hydrologic processes modeling and the legacy
models used in this study, along with background of ontologies and how they can
elevate information to knowledge.
5.3.1 Process-based Hydrologic Modeling
Hydrologic processes begin with climate inputs and are influenced by landscape char-
acteristics that vary over a range of space and time scales (Loucks et al., 2005; Sivaku-
mar, 2010). Information about hydrologic processes is typically either embedded in
a comprehensive software or expressed in publications. Hydrologic models vary from
statistical (fully data oriented) to physical (fully process oriented) models. In be-
tween, there are hybrid models that are a mixture of both approaches. A statistical
model is based on a simple mathematical relation between input and output variables
of a basin (e.g. often regression equations). It reduces the model to a pure stochastic
process without any cause-effect relationships. In contrast, a physical model is based
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on describing the dynamics of hydrologic system using the equations governing the
systems’ behavior. In this study, the focus will be on two physically based hydrologic
models to extract different mathematical equations used to represent a hydrologic
process and its numerical representations. These models were chosen because they
are open source models, well known, well tested, and well documented.
The Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) is a hydrologic and water quality
model developed by the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) Agricultural Research
Service (ARS) (Gassman et al., 2007). SWAT has been used to quantify the impact
of different land management practices on the watershed ecology based on daily time
step (Srinivasan and Arnold, 1994). It represents physical processes from different
domains: weather, hydrology, soil temperature, crop growth, nutrients, bacteria and
land management (Srinivasan and Arnold, 1994).
The Regional Hydro-Ecologic Simulation System (RHESSys) is another process-
based hydroecological model that is designed to represent the feedback between hy-
drologic, vegetation, and nutrients cycle processes (Tague and Band, 2004). RHESSys
represents hydrologic processes with an intermediate level of complexity, compared to
lumped parameter hydrologic models and empirical models, which are less complete
(Tague and Band, 2004). The architecture of RHESSys combines a set of physically
based process over different spatial representations that are organized in a hierarchi-
cal structure. RHESSys uses the TOPMODEL that is developed to represent the
hydrologic processes (Beven and Kirkby, 1979). TOPMODEL is a lumped parameter
model that depends on the channel network topography and the dynamic responses
of different contributing areas around the stream network.
5.3.2 Ontologies
An ontology expresses concise and precise vocabularies to describe facts about a do-
main and share these vocabularies and facts with both human and machine users
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(Gruber, 1993; Antoniou and Harmelen, 2009). It introduces the conceptualization
that underlies the knowledge and the vocabularies that represent this knowledge (Gru-
ber, 1993; Garshol, 2004; Antoniou and Harmelen, 2009). This effective information
representation system offers shared understanding of a domain for users from differ-
ent disciplines. Significantly, an ontology provides a unified structure for information
representation, which minimizes the conceptual and terminological confusion about
a specific domain.
Ontologies are classified into two categories according to their functionality:
upper-level ontology and domain-level ontology (Russell et al., 1995). An upper-level
ontology describes general concepts shared among various disciplines. The Semantic
Web for Earth and Environmental Terminology (SWEET) is an example of an upper-
level ontology in Earth system science that describes concepts such as space, time,
and physical quantities (Raskin and Pan, 2005). The Water Resource Component
(WRC) ontology is another example that is created to promote the interoperability
of components across water-related disciplinary boundaries and modeling frameworks
(Elag and Goodall, In Revision). In contrast, a domain-level ontology focuses on de-
scribing a specific terminology of a particular domain in order to represent a specific
meaning. For example, in the water resource domain, Chau (2007) introduced an
ontology-based knowledge management system for water flow and quality models.
An ontology represents a specific domain by grouping entities with similar prop-
erties into a concept or class. These classes are typically arranged in a hierarchical
structure (superclass-class-subclass). Features of each class are described by object
and data properties (slots). Object properties connect individuals of two classes,
while data properties define the attributes of individuals. Both types of properties
may have restrictions on them to describe new concepts.
Ontologies have different patterns for knowledge representation (Zeng, 2005; Villa
et al., 2009). They vary from control vocabularies, without any specification for the
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used terms, to formalized logical relationships among concepts (Figure 5.1). The
degree of complexity increases as the knowledge structure moves toward logical for-
malization. The amount of meaning added to the ontology (expressivity) increases
with knowledge structure complexity. As the ontology expressivity increases, the am-
biguity of terms decreases and this enables a machine to interpret the information.
Figure 5.1: A schematic representation and examples of knowledge representation





The Hydrologic Processes (HP) Ontology design relies on the well established skeletal
approach described by Uschold and Gruninger (1996), which has been successfully
applied for building many ontologies in various scientific domains (e.g. Kim, 2005;
Brilhante and Robertson, 2001; Patil et al., 2005; Biletskiy et al., 2004; Bermudez
and Piasecki, 2006). The methodology consists of five stages: purpose definition,
ontology building, evaluation, documentation, and providing guidelines.
The purpose of the HP ontology is to introduce a formal definition of the hydro-
logic domain processes and their mathematical representations. Thus, any hydrologic-
related discipline can select the suitable hydrologic process and find sufficient infor-
mation to simulate a process using a component-based modeling approach. The
proposed ontology must answer the following questions: What is the ideal level of
process granularity? What is the equation that represents the process? Does the
equation have any alternative forms? Which equation is the best? What is the nu-
merical representation of a specific equation? Did any of the well-known open source
legacy models include a numerical representation of this process?
Building an ontology is a complex and iterative process like any development pro-
cess of a prototype (Fernández-López et al., 1997). It consists of several activities,
some are applied during ontology establishment and other occurs along its life cycle.
During the establishment stage, ontology building consists of three phases: conceptu-
alization, formalization, and integration. The conceptualization phase aims to acquire
concepts from a given domain. It analyzes a domain to extract the basic ideas, re-
lationships, and terms that are required to describe the domain. The formalization
phase aims to serialize the previously captured information into a knowledge-based
ontology using a formal ontology coding language. The integration phase aims to
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reuse already predefined terminologies and relationships, to speed up the ontology
building process, and to provide robustness to new ontologies. During the ontology
life cycle, knowledge acquisition, documentation, and evaluation are considered to be
continuous processes. The subsequent paragraphs elaborates on the approach used
for conceptualization and formalization.
The Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is used to extract, capture, and organize
concepts that are used in describing a hydrologic physical process. It is a method for
data analysis, knowledge representation, and information management with applica-
tions across various domains (Priss, 2006; Wormuth and Becker, 2004). FCA analyzes
data that relates objects or entities to a particular set of attributes. It is widely ac-
cepted for deriving concepts from fundamental principles of a specific domain (e.g.
Cole and Eklund, 1996; Groh et al., 1998; Stumme et al., 2002; Hu and Bian, 2009). It
has two outputs: the first is a concept lattice, which represents the hierarchical rela-
tionships of domain concepts, and the second output is attribute implications, which
represents relationships between concepts and attributes (Priss, 2006; Wormuth and
Becker, 2004).
The concepts extracted by FCA are organized and structured using a top-down
approach that starts with the general concept and moves down searching for details.
This approach offers better control on the level of detail, however it can result in
creating arbitrary high-level classes (Uschold and Gruninger, 1996). The top-down
approach is considered appropriate for organizing the HP ontology’s concepts because
the hydrologic community can easily agree on general concepts but varies in their
specialization. The concepts representing the hydrologic processes are serialized under
the predefined superclasses.
Ontology Web Language (OWL) is used as a formal language for the ontology
coding. OWL has been accepted and recommended as an ontology language by the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). It is currently the most prominent ontology
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language for the Semantic Web, and it is compatible with most querying languages
(Antoniou and Harmelen, 2009; Hitzler et al., 2009; Garrido and Requena, 2011).
Some of the HP ontology superclasses are extracted from the WRC Ontology because
a model and a process are sharing the same concepts.
Building an ontology requires continuous information acquisition. Thus, the eval-
uation process is a repetitive stage during the ontology building. The evaluation
process will be done through the application of a set of rules coded in a reasoner such
that these rules check for incompleteness, inconsistencies, and redundancies in con-
cepts and relationships (Gómez-Pérez et al., 1995). Documentation and guidelines
are needed to provide the important assumptions, key concepts, and define the rules
included within the ontology in a natural language that can be easily understood
by users. The following section illustrates the three phases of the ontology building
stage.
Figure 5.2: Methodology used for development of the Hydrologic Process (HP) On-
tology, adopted from Uschold and Gruninger (1996).
5.4.2 Ontology Development
The first phase illustrates the hydrologic domain analysis using the FCA to identify
the basic processes and extract their associated equations. The second phase depicts
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how the concepts are organized and serialized using OWL as a formal language.
Finally, the integration between the Water Resources Component (WRC) Ontology
and Hydrologic Process (HP) ontology is described.
5.4.2.1 Information Formalization
Defining a formal structure of hydrologic domain processes includes (i) identifying
the domain basic processes from resources, (ii) organizing the extracted processes
in a standard hierarchical structure, (iii) extracting their associated equations from
resources, and (iv) decomposing the comprehensive hydrologic models to extract dif-
ferent numerical representation of the processes. In this study we use three resources:
the Handbook of Hydrology (Maidment et al., 1992), Elements of Physical Hydrol-
ogy (Hornberger et al., 1998), and Hydrology Handbook (American Society of Civil
Engineers, 1996). These resources are used to define hydrologic processes and their
relationships because they are widely cited by the hydrologic modeling community.
Extracting the mathematical representation of the hydrologic processes is completed
via the analysis of two of the well established and cited models: SWAT and RHESSys.
The three resources use the hydrologic budget equation to describe the mass
balance of the hydrologic domain. The super concepts of the hydrologic domain
processes and their relationships are defined using the general hydrologic budget
equation (Equation 5.1). It defines four major processes in the hydrologic cycle:
precipitation, evapotranspiration, runoff, and infiltration. The precipitation process
was excluded because it is not typically simulated by hydrologists..
P = R + ET + I (5.1)
Where P is the precipitation volume, R is the runoff volume, ET is the Evapo-
transpiration volume, and I is the infiltration volume. The subconcepts are extracted
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Table 5.1: Infiltration process analysis using FCA and three resources: Maidment
et al. (1992), Hornberger et al. (1998), and American Society of Civil Engineers








Horton X X X




Green-Ampt X X X
Moral Seytoux & Kanji X
Smith Parlange X
Beven’s Exponential-k X
SCS X X X
from the comparison of the three book resources. The hierarchical structure of the
hydrologic processes and their relationships is described in Figure 5.3. The infiltra-
tion process was chosen as an example to demonstrate the subsequent FCA analysis
because it is a basic process that cannot be further subdivided, and has several meth-
ods and equations to estimate the infiltrated water volume. In addition, it connects
different domains, and influences various processes such as surface runoff, ground wa-
ter recharge, evapotranspiration, soil erosion, and chemicals transport in surface and
subsurface water (Maidment et al., 1992). FCA is applied to extract formal definition
of the infiltration process’ equations from the three resources and compare them with
the local definition extracted from the SWAT and RHESSys models.
First, we extract different infiltration methods from the formal resources and con-
sider them as the formal methods. The equations are considered as the attributes
of the defined formal methods. The equations are gathered from the three book
resources without simplification or approximation. Based on the analysis, the infil-
tration process can be simulated using 11 methods Table 5.1.
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Table 5.2: Excerpts from the matrix analysis of the local process representation coded
in SWAT and RHESSys versus the standardized process representation included in
Table 5.1












The next step is examining RHESSys and SWAT to extract the available math-
ematical representation of the previously described infiltration methods. The two
models are decomposed based on this local definition of the process structure that
is provided in their documentations. The decomposition is continued until we reach
the finest level of detail in each model. The model process is defined as a local pro-
cess. Then each local process of a model is examined against the formal hydrologic
processes hierarchy that is previously established. The objective of this comparison
is to determine how each model addresses the theoretical definition of the hydrologic
processes. The comparison is used to determine whether the model includes any of
the formal processes and how it mathematically represents a formal process. Rela-
tionships are established between the formal equations defined in Table 5.1 and the
numerical representations extracted from SWAT and RHESSys models (Table 5.2).
Links between the formal methods and their corresponding mathematical represen-
tation in models are defined in the ontology.
Finally, a key for selecting an infiltration method to represent a process is its
suitability based on the initial and boundary conditions of the simulated domain.
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Ravi et al. (1998) specifies seven criteria for selecting the proper model to represent
an infiltration process. These criteria are classified as initial and boundary condi-
tion concepts. The initial condition concept includes surface ponding, surface runoff,
rainfall and irrigation, and evapotranspiration rate. The boundary conditions in-
cludes: number of soil layers, soil profile homogeneity, and vegetation cover. These
classification will help users in selecting the proper equation for given conditions.
5.4.2.2 Knowledge Coding
The process of coding the ontology is where the information gathered in the previous
step is turned into a knowledge base. It includes defining a domain meta-ontology
(i.e. information about ontology components) in a machine understandable format
using an ontology coding language. Based on the concepts and relationships defined
in the previous step, it is required to define six classes: Process, Method, Equation,
Comprehensive Models, Symbol, and Units. We elaborate on these six classes in the
subsequent section.
The Process class contains the hierarchical structure of the hydrologic process.
The Method class groups the different methods used in simulating a process. For
example, the Infiltration Method is a subclass of the Method class and contains three
subclasses to classify the 11 methods used in simulating an infiltration process. These
subclasses are Empirical (e.g. Horton), Approximate (e.g. Green-Ampt), and Phys-
ical (e.g. Richard). This classification is extracted from the Handbook of Hydrology
(Maidment et al., 1992). A method may have an equation or set of equations, as well
as initial and boundary conditions. An equation uses symbols, and these symbols
may be variable, parameter, or universal constants. A symbol has units to describe
it. The three super classes: Equation, Symbol, and Units are previously defined in
the WRC ontology. In the HP ontology we reuse the WRC ontology’s definition,
relationships, and hierarchial structure of these three concepts. Finally, the Compre-
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hensive Models class represents the mathematical representation of each method that
is available in both SWAT and RHESSys. This class can be expanded in the future
by further analysis of other models.
The hydrologic subprocess classes are related with the “is-A” relationship to the
superclasses (e.g. Stream flow “is-A” Surface Runoff ) each process class is connected
with the corresponding method of calculation using “has-a” relationship. A universal
property restriction is coded on a class that represents methods of simulating a process
(e.g. Infiltration Method) to show that a process can only be represented with one
of these methods. These restrictions point out for both user and machine that there
is no other method that can be used to simulate a specific process. This approach
aids in maintaining the consistency of the ontology and minimizing its maintenance
effort.
5.4.2.3 Integration with WRC Ontology
Reusing an ontology includes two different themes: merging and integration
(Fernández-López et al., 1997). Merging is the process where the two different ontolo-
gies are bound into one ontology with a unified namespace. The resultant ontology
may have a new namespace or one of the merged ontologies namespace. This approach
increases the complexity of the ontology and difficulty of tracking changes in the re-
sultant ontology. Integration has many purposes such as extension, specialization,
and adaption. The other approach, ontology integration is based on reusing classes
while each ontology has its own namespace. This approach enables the reusability of
the ontology and decreases the level of its complexity. It also allows reuse of defini-
tions and properties already built and tested, providing consistency and robustness
to new ontologies. The HP ontology integrates with the WRC ontology such that
each ontology has its own namespace.
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Water Resource Component (WRC) Ontology is an upper-level ontology and is
available at http://grg.engr.sc.edu/wrc/0.1/WRC.owl. It consists of four ontologi-
cal layers: resources, scientific, coupling, and technical. The meta-ontology of the
scientific layer describes three superclasses: equations, symbols, and domain. De-
tails about the classes hierarchal structure and their relationships is available in Elag
and Goodall (In Revision). The meta-ontology of the WRC ontology is centralized
around defining a component using its metadata while the HP ontology is focusing
on defining a hydrologic process and its attributes. The Water Resources Domain
class contains subclasses that are describing the water resources sub-systems, such
as the Hydrology. The Hydrology class is considered the first integration key between
the two ontologies. The other three integration keys are the Equation, Symbols, and
Units classes. The integration between the two ontologies is considered a mutual in-
tegration. The WRC ontology wants the specification described in hydrologic process
definition provided in the HP ontology. In the other side, the HP ontology requires
the definition of the three classes described in scientific layer of the WRC ontology.
OWL provides support for ontologies integration by defining the owl: imports
construct. This construct allows an ontology to reference a namespace of another
ontology by using its Unique Resource Identifier (URI) (Grau et al., 2004). This
approach provides syntactic independence between the ontologies since both of them
stay in different files and are self-contained. The consistency of concepts between
integrated ontologies is asserted during the evaluation stage using OWL reasoners.
The Pellet reasoner was used to capture the new classification of classes after any
updates. Pellet is the most common reasoning engine used with OWL. It is able to
ensure the consistency of an ontology stucture because it is based on the Description
Logic system. The Description Logic translates the relationships between concepts
into logical statements. This allows a reasoner to interpret the implicitly coded
relationships between concepts into explicit relationships that can be verified.
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5.5 Results and Discussion
5.5.1 Hydrologic Processes Ontology
The Hydrologic Process (HP) ontology aims to encapsulate knowledge about hydro-
logic processes in both a human and machine understandable language. HP ontology
has six superclasses that are oriented to describe a hydrologic process (Figure 5.3),
and it is available at http://grg.engr.sc.edu/wrc/0.1/HPO.owl. The concepts intro-
duced in this study allow developers from hydrology-related disciplines to select a
proper function for their model. The Process class defines the level of process gran-
ularity and identifies the relationships between different processes. The combination
between the two classes Method and Equation describes the available methods to
simulate a process and its associated equations. The Symbol class identifies all the
variables, parameters, and constants that are used by equations. Finally, the rela-
tionship between Method and Comprehensive Models identifies the availability of a
numerical representation of a process in two legacy models SWAT and RHESSys.
5.5.2 Knowledge Representation for the Infiltration Process
This section focuses on demonstrating the conceptualization of a hydrologic process
information in the HP ontology and illustrating how a process information is rep-
resented in this knowledge-based ontology. Two infiltration methods, Green-Ampt
and Philip’s methods, were chosen for estimating the infiltrated water depth. These
methods were used to demonstrate the knowledge representation in the HP ontology.
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Figure 5.3: Hydrologic Process (HP) ontology including classes and relationships.
5.5.2.1 Green-Ampt Method
Green-Ampt is an approximate method that is based on Darcy’s law to estimate the
infiltrated water depth through a uniform single soil layer (Maidment et al., 1992). It
assumes a uniform initial water content that is ponded on the top of a homogenous
deep soil. The Green-Ampt method has been extensively studied and adapted for
modeling infiltration process with different situations such as water infiltrating into
a non-uniform soil or under a non-ponding condition. The Green-Ampt method that
was applied in this study assumed a constant water depth was ponding on the soil
top boundary surface and a constant soil infiltrability. Equation 5.2 represents the
cumulative infiltrated water depth.
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F (t) = Kt+ ψ∆θ ln(1 + F (t)
ψ∆θ ) (5.2)
where F is the cumulative infiltration depth (m), K is the effective hydraulic
conductivity (m/s), ψ is the effective suction at the wetting front (m), and ∆θ is
the difference between the soil porosity and its initial water content (unitless). This
equation is an implicit mathematical relationship between the cumulative infiltration
depth and the soil parameters (K, ψ, and ∆θ). Given this, an iteration method is
required to calculate the value of F . Once the F is estimated, the f infiltrability
(m/sec) can be determined from Equation 5.3.
f(t) = K(ψ∆θ
F (t) + 1) (5.3)
Figure 5.4 illustrates how the Green-Ampt method and its associated equations
with their attributes can be stored in the HP ontology. The Green-Ampt method
is represented as an individual of the Approximate class that is a subclass of the
Infiltration Methods class. The Green-Ampt individual is linked with an EquationID
individual in the Equation class. The EquationID indvidual has a data type property
coding the cumulative infiltration depth. This equation is coded using Math Markup
Language version 3.0 (MathML) (MathML, http://www.w3.org/TR/MathML3/). It
is a mean for describing mathematical notation and capturing both its structure
and content (Carlisle et al., 2009). The parameters are defined as an input for the
equationID based on the type of the relationship between them (e.g. Green-Ampt
EquationID hasInputParameter K).
The top boundary condition of any domain that will apply the simple Green-
Ampt method should have a constant water content. This condition is expressed in
the ontology using a mathematical statement (δ(P + M)/δt = 0 ), where P is the
precipitation rate (mm/sec) andM is the snowmelt rate (mm/sec). This statement is
machine interpretable, so a modeling framework can ensure that a process boundary
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Figure 5.4: Excerpt from the Hydrologic Process (HP) ontology illustrating the stored
information for the Green-Ampt method.
condition is not violated within the simulation. The BoundaryConditionID is con-
nected with both the Green-Ampt individual and EquationID in a 3-ary relationship.
This type of relationship ensures that the Green-Ampt method and its associated
equation are using the same boundary condition and provides a complete description
for the process that minimizes the semantic heterogeneity between processes. Some
assumptions cannot be expressed through mathematical representation, so they are
included as a string statement (e.g. Green-Ampt method is is applied for a single
layer).
5.5.2.2 Philip’s Method
Philip’s method is another approximate method used to estimate the infiltrated water
depth based on Richard’s equation (Maidment et al., 1992). It converted Richard’s
equation into an ordinary differential equation. Philip’s method is used for a ho-
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mogeneous single soil layer and is valid for short-term infiltration compared to the
Green-Ampt method (American Society of Civil Engineers, 1996). Similar to the
Green-Ampt method, it assumes a constant water content at the top boundaries of
the soil. Philip’s equation introduced an approximate mathematical formula (Equa-
tion 5.4) to estimate the cumulative infiltration depth F (m)
F (t) = St1/2 +Kt (5.4)
where S is the sorptivity parameter and K is the effective hydraulic conductivity of
the soil (m/s). Philip’s method is an explicit mathematical relationship between F




Figure 5.5 depicts the coded information about Philip’s method in the HP on-
tology. The namespace of WRC and HP ontologies are declared using their Unique
Resource Identifier (URI) because describing Philip’s method requires concepts from
both ontologies. Two concepts are required to describe Philip’s method as an approx-
imate method for simulating the infiltration process. This method is recommended
for short term infiltration. This limitation is defined using a string because there is no
agreed upon definition for the short term infiltration. In the future, the hydrologic
modeling community should define limits for short term infiltration. The mathe-
matical modeling knowledge of the method is ellipticity defined through the OWL
instance and relationships. The hasEquation is a data property that is populated with
the MathML representation of Equation 5.4. The method parameters are connected
with the placeholder of their definition through the WRC ontology’s namespace, thus




Figure 5.5: Excerpt from the Hydrologic Process (HP) ontology illustrating the stored
information for Philip’s method.
5.5.3 HP ontology Implementation
The previous sections focused on the ontology from the provider perspective (e.g.
HP ontology can answer questions by describing a relationship among concepts).
On the other hand, a consumer perspective is interested in information retrieval
and its utilization. The objective of the HP ontology is to provide disparate users
with a tool that supports proper selection and coding of hydrologic processes within
and across disciplinary boundaries. The following sections focus on describing the
Web architecture used for querying the HP ontology on the Web and illustrating the
procedures required to translate a knowledge model to a computer model.
5.5.3.1 HP ontology Querying
The reliance of the HP ontology on Ontology Web language (OWL) expands the
querying process beyond the semantic level to include the facts that are coded in the
ontology. OWL is currently the most prominent ontology language for the Semantic
Web, and it is compatible with most querying languages (Antoniou and Harmelen,
2009; Hitzler et al., 2009; Garrido and Requena, 2011). Simple Protocol and RDF
Query Language (SPARQL) is recommended by W3C as a query language for the
Semantic Web. It is a data access protocol for querying remote databases over HTTP.
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The query language is used to retrieve RDF graph patterns that matches a pre-defined
graph pattern. The query language relies on various SQL languages used for querying
relational databases, but have been adapted to query RDF triples (PrudŠHommeaux
et al., 2008). The complexity of the graph pattern can be increased by combining
simple patterns using various methods.
The SPARQL protocol requires a web service (data endpoint) to transfer
SPARQL queries and results between a client and a server. The Dydra com-
putational cloud was used to provide a SPARQL endpoint for the HP ontol-
ogy (http://dydra.com/WRC/hydrologicprocessontology/sparql). Dydra is a cloud-
based RDF graph store that relies on the Amazon Web Services (AWS) (Bugiotti
et al., 2012). It uses open standards that are recommended by W3C and en-
able a client to query data using any programming language, platform, or device.
Figure(5.6) depicts the client-service interaction. First, the client (human or ma-
chine) issues a SPARQL query request to the endpoint defined by Dydra cloud. This
request is delegated to the Dydra cloud to query the namespaces described in the
query statement. Finally, the obtained RDF datasets (triples) are returned back to
the client application and rendered in a various forms (e.g. XML, JSON, and HTML).
To illustrate the benefit of using SPARQL as a query language for the HP
ontology from a client’s prospective, a SPARQL query is issued to the HP ontology
endpoint. It requests all the infiltration methods that are individuals (objects) of




WHERE {?Individual a HPO: InfiltrationMethod; a HPO: Approximatemethod;
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Figure 5.6: Communication between a client and server via SPARQL endpoint that
is hosted in Dydra computational cloud.
HPO: hasRep ?SWAT}
The query returns the set of terms shown below.
http://grg.engr.sc.edu/wrc/0.1/HPO.owl# Green_Ampt
http://grg.engr.sc.edu/wrc/0.1/HPO.owl# Philips_Equation
The return RDF set demonstrates an explicit joint between a query that retrieves
approximate infiltration methods and those methods that have a mathematical rep-
resentation in SWAT. Therefore, SPARQL allows client applications to extract re-
quired information in a standard method. Clients are allowed to query an ontology
service using SPARQL for concepts, relationships, individuals, and subontologies.
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This minimizes the effort required to parse the data model. SPARQL is built on var-
ious standards including RDF, HTTP, and XML. This allows interoperability with
other software systems (PrudŠHommeaux et al., 2008). Thus, it is easy to issue
SPARQL queries from software systems such Perl, Php, or Python. The next section
demonstrates the capability of the HP ontology to represent a hydrologic process as
a knowledge model.
5.5.3.2 From A Knowledge Representation to Pseudo-Code
Knowledge extraction from ontology is about discovering the ontological concepts that
conceptualize information stored in the ontology and retrieving its attributes. The
output of this process is human and machine-readable information. The HP ontology
stores information about mathematical methods used to describe a hydrologic process.
It includes the methods’ mathematical equations and the relationships between an
equation and its arguments including variables, parameters, and constants. This
standardized information and its attributes have the potential to build a computer
model and assert the conceptual consistency of the created model.
Yang et al. (2004) defined two successive phases for constructing a computer model
from a knowledge-based ontology: conceptual modeling and model generation. The
conceptual modeling phase is responsible for declaring the information required to
generate a mathematical model, it includes the declaration of equations and their ar-
guments. The model generation phase is the procedural phase, where a set of instruc-
tions that explicitly describe equation control flow (execution procedure) is coded into
machine-readable expressions. The hydrologic processes information stored in the HP
ontology can be extracted and declared according to different modeling paradigm re-
quirements. The decelerated information can be used to generate a source code for
different component modeling frameworks. For example, the information coded about
Philip’s method can be translated into imperative instructions in a programming lan-
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guage such as Python or Java. A key step to translate the information coded in the
HP ontology to a source code is to automate the process of information extraction
from the ontology and its declaration.
A Python class is created to abstract information about a hydrologic
process from the HP ontology based on the meta-ontology and convert
it to a pseudo-code. This class implements the SPARQLWrapper and
rdflib packages to query the HP ontology using the SPARQL endpoint
(http://dydra.com/WRC/hydrologicprocessontology/sparql) and handle the RDF
triples extracted from the ontology. Thus, experts can focus on adding knowledge to
the HP ontology and users can implement a process mathematical model into any
programming language. A simple case study is introduced that queries the HP ontol-
ogy for approximate infiltration methods that estimate infiltrated water depth. Then,
it has been assumed that a user selects Philip’s equation for simulation. To get all
the attributes of Philip’s equation a Python method was defined that considers the
selected object as a subject and gets all its predicates and objects. Furthermore, it
extracts the data attributes related to the objects, including numerical values, type,
and ranges. Another Python method was written to convert the hasEquation instance
from its MathML representation to a mathematical expression that can be evaluated
by the Python engine. Using the Python class allows a user to extract information
about a hydrologic process and minimize coding errors.
The Philip’s method is used to examine the workability of the algorithm described
in the Python class. An example from Applied Hydrology book (Chow et al., 1988)
was used to verify that the developed model correctly simulates Philip’s method. It
has two input parameters that must be defined by a user. The code implementation
produces identical results for the simulation.
It is acknowledged that creating a pseudo-code from a knowledge-based ontology
is beyond the scope of a single paper because doing so requires that the modeling
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tools be more generic and extendable. Furthermore, it requires integration of ontolo-
gies from different disciplines that are able to implement different simulation algo-
rithms. For example, creating a pseudo-code for the Green-Ampt method requires
iteration algorithms (e.g. bisection and Newton-Raphson) to solve its implicit equa-




Figure 5.7: Pseudo-code for Philip’s method.
5.5.4 Discussion
The HP ontology is an expressive knowledge-based ontology that contains quantita-
tive values of individuals and explicitly defines all relationships among them. This ap-
proach helps to minimize the semantic and syntactic heterogeneity among hydrology-
related disciplines. An ontology adds semantics to its individuals by relating standard
names used by multiple communities via equivalency relationships. Thus, it removes
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redundancy and ambiguity of an individual’s terminology and increases the interop-
erability of a process definition across related disciplines. A process rich knowledge
definition available in the HP ontology can inform any modeling framework about the
process modeling workflow. For example, Philip’s equation can be seen as a statement
with specific dependency on soil initial moisture content.
The HP ontology acts as a repository to organize and articulate information about
hydrologic processes. It combines a set of statements about hydrologic processes from
multiple sources to provide an unambiguous identification of entities and enable accu-
rate interpretation of data coded from multiple resources. The HP ontology addresses
the syntactic heterogeneity in coding information about a hydrologic process by intro-
ducing a formal structure for storing processes’ information. The coded information
can be transferred among users and decoded correctly by different machines. This
enables the communication and knowledge reuse and allows modeling frameworks to
extract the information required for creating a computer model.
5.6 Summary and Future Work
Increasing the interoperability of process-based hydrologic models among hydrologic-
related disciplines is required to support the integration of models across disciplinary
boundaries. A key step toward this objective is standardizing the information used
in describing hydrologic processes. This study aimed to introduce a formal definition
for a hydrologic process. It used the infiltration process as a case study to illustrate
the procedures of identifying methods and equations available to represent a process.
In this study, the FCA was used to compare, extract, and define the hierarchical
structure of hydrologic process and identify the associated equation representation.
The resulting information is coded using OWL to introduce a semantic knowledge
base for the hydrologic process.
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The outcomes of this research are an ontology describing the scientific informa-
tion about hydrologic processes. The use of the Hydrologic Process Ontology will
increase interoperability among related disciplines by (i) minimizing the semantic
heterogeneity in the terms used to describe the processes, (ii) decreasing the syntac-
tic heterogeneity in modeling processes by assigning to the process all the expected
mathematical representations, and (iii) minimizing the structural heterogeneity in
the process relationships by introducing a constant hierarchical structure of the pro-
cess. Integrating this ontology with the Water Resource Component ontology elevates
the hydrologic modeling process using the component-based approach into the level
of abstraction where the modeling process will become a knowledge representation
process.
Establishing a robust and fully explicit ontology is an iterative work and requires
collaboration among scientists from different disciplines. In establishing the HP on-
tology, it is important to have a parallel process of gathering and identifying standard
names from different domains in order to unify the diversity of concepts used by vari-
ous modeling communities for defining a hydrologic process. Thus, it is important to
create a knowledge-based framework to gather information from different resources,
elaborate on this information, and turn them into useful knowledge. A key step
to establish this knowledge-based framework is to create an environment for users
and experts to share their information (Villa et al., 2009). For this purpose, the
knowledge-based framework needs to satisfy specific criteria in order to encourage
the participation of users from different domains. It should be flexible, user friendly,
have a quick learning curve, and be Web accessible.
Future work will focus on combining the Semantic Wiki technology with HP on-
tology to create a knowledge-based framework. Semantic Wiki systems aim to com-
bine the characteristics of wikis with Semantic Web technologies (Völkel et al., 2006).
Semantic Wiki emerged aiming to address problems due to the unstructured accumu-
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lated information from different resources in wiki systems. The combination between
the semantic wiki system and the HP ontology will provide an easy way to use inter-
face for adding semantic annotations for hydrologic processes, support collaboration
between different levels of users, and hide unnecessary complexity.
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Chapter 6
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
This research was motivated by the fact that solving complex water resources prob-
lems requires integration of models across disciplinary boundaries, which necessi-
tates standardization of information describing these models. The work described
in this dissertation aimed to address the growing need within the water resources
modeling community for increasing the interoperability of independent component
models. This work supports the integration of water related model components com-
ing from various disciplines and enhances the collaboration among related scientific
communities. First, it was shown that a component-based architecture can simulate
feedback loops between hydrologic model components that share a boundary con-
dition, and transfer data between temporally misaligned model components. Next,
a well-designed ontology named Water Resources Component (WRC) ontology was
developed to serve as a knowledge-level specification for the joint conceptualization
used in defining model components across disciplinary boundaries and frameworks.
Finally, the WRC ontology was expanded by creating a domain-level ontology for de-
scribing the hydrologic processes and increasing their interoperability among related
disciplines.
The first study aimed to answer an important research question about the suit-
ability of a component-based modeling approach to simulate complicated system dy-
namics including feedback loops and misalignment of data exchanges between coupled
models. These questions were investigated by developing a simple case study of mass
transport within a mixed media system of water over sediment column. Component
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models workflow was implemented using the OpenMI component-based modeling
protocol to investigate how feedback loops (or what OpenMI terms “bi-directional
links”) between components are handled and how misaligned component interac-
tions are handled within OpenMI. The results of the component-based workflow were
compared with a more conventional numerical solution to the same system. This
comparison provided a means for understanding how the component-based composi-
tion was solved, and for quantifying mass balance errors in the case where component
output needs to be temporally rescaled to accommodate the input needs of another
component.
It was shown that OpenMI has a communication paradigm for bidirectional linked
models that have a shared boundary. First, when a component has an unanswered
data request, it is not allowed to issue any additional data requests. Second, a com-
ponent is required to always return values when a request for data is issued. These
two requirements result in components estimating values based on their previously
calculated values. The design of OpenMI makes it possible to enhance the logic
for handling feedback loops between temporal misaligned coupled models by adopt-
ing a scheme that allows for iteration between components to converge on a shared
boundary condition. The architecture of OpenMI accepts adding new interpolation
algorithms in order to diversify the schemes available to users for rescaling data trans-
fers between components. For the particular advection-diffusion case study, it was
found that a cubic spline interpolation was best suited for minimizing system mass
balance error for cases in which there is a small time step difference between model
components, whereas a linear interpolation preformed best for large time step.
Motivated by the task of promoting the interoperability of components across
water-related disciplinary boundaries and modeling frameworks using metadata, a
well-designed ontology termed the Water Resources Component (WRC) Ontology
was developed to unify the metadata concepts used for describing a component. This
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ontology is considered as a knowledge-level specification for the joint conceptualiza-
tion used in defining model components across disciplinary boundaries and modeling
frameworks. It has the potential to elevate component-based water resources mod-
eling to a level of abstraction where modeling becomes a knowledge representation
processes. WRC is coded using Ontology Web Language (OWL) and defines concepts
associated with the component in an explicit format that is readable by both the user
and the system. The WRC ontology grouped these concepts in four ontological lay-
ers: resources, scientific, coupling, and technical to represent a component metadata.
It provides modelers using a component-based modeling approach with a tool that
helps them in selecting the correct components to be coupled and aids in minimizing
coupling conceptual error.
The WRC ontology is an upper level ontology that focuses on unifying the con-
cepts used in describing water resources component models’ metadata. It minimizes
the semantic heterogeneity across water related disciplines and syntactic heterogene-
ity in the metadata structure used to describe a component across modeling frame-
works. WRC ontology facilities the interoperability of models across Earth Science
modeling frameworks and scientific communities. It is considered to be a sustainable
solution to ensure the correct conceptual coupling between components coming from
different disciplines based on the scientific knowledge underlying each component.
Ontologies are like models in that the development of both is an iterative process
that requires input and refinement from a larger community to reach an agreed upon
version. Revisions will be required to compensate for unforeseen conditions and new
knowledge. Given this, the goal for the ontology was to serve as the starting point
for a community agreed upon ontology for water resource model components. This
work was meant to provide this beginning ontology that builds on related efforts to
create ontologies within the Earth Science community, but will likely evolve as more
developers and users engage in the design process.
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The final study expands the WRC ontology by creating a domain-level ontology
that introduces formal definition of the hydrologic domain processes and their interre-
lationships, corresponding equations and attributes. This ontology ensures a common
understanding among domain users and supports the process of creating components
within different modeling frameworks by guiding users to the scientific information
and tested codes. The aim of this study was to present the methodology used in an-
alyzing the basic hydrologic domain in order to identify the hydrologic processes, the
ontology itself, and how it integrates with the Water Resources Component (WRC)
ontology. In this study the infiltration process is used as a case study to illustrate the
procedures of identifying methods and equations available to represent a process. In
this study, the FCA was used to compare, extract, and define the hydrologic processes
hierarchical structure and identify the associated equation representation.
The significance of this work lies not only in the development of a knowledge-
based ontology that defines the hydrologic domain processes, but also in the fact that
the coded knowledge can be converted into other forms including a source code of a
computer program that simulates a hydrologic mathematical model. The outcomes
of this work minimizes the semantic heterogeneity in the terms used to describe the
processes and decreases the syntactic heterogeneity process modeling by assigning all
the expected mathematical representations to the process. Furthermore, to advance
the knowledge usability among users (human and machine), a tool was provided that
is able to retrieve and present a process knowledge in a declarative approach. This
tool advances the usability of coded knowledge and is considered as a step toward
a generic tool that can manage and convert coded knowledge into a source code
independent of any programming languages.
More research is needed to provide a software environment for users and experts
to share and exchange their information. This environment should be flexible, user
friendly, have a quick learning curve, and be Web accessible. The Semantic Wiki
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system may be a suitable environment for this purpose. Future research should focus
on connecting the Wiki system with the WRC knowledge framework. A user can
describe his or her information about hydrologic models in a normal wiki page and
an underlying subroutine can store this knowledge in the knowledge-based framework
and vice-versa. Future research should also focus on using ontologies to provide in-
telligence to modeling frameworks in order to automate the consistency checks when
coupling components and enable the framework to search, discover, and couple com-
ponents automatically. Finally, there is great potential in combining observation
datasets and model ontologies based on their underlying metadata. Using the on-
tological approach provides a standardized definition for a component model input
observation data, this would enable modeling frameworks or Web search engines to
retrieve the required data across the Web, based on the metadata standards used in
describing the observation data.
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